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A BSTR AC T

THE OCCUPATIONAL CHANGES OF CHINESE IMMIGRANTS IN 
CANADA WITH SPECIFIC REFERENCE TO HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA, 1858-1923

History Department, Saint Mary's University 
Xiang Cui 

August 28th 2003

This thesis examines the changing occupational patterns of Chinese immigrants in 
Canada 6om 1858 to 1923. The thesis, which is based primarily on a review of the 
existing historiography of Chinese immigration and Chinese immigration to Canada, 
argues that aAer that completion of the Canadian PaciGc Railway both external social 
forces and internal ethnic solidarity afkcted the occupations of Chinese immigrants. The 
examination of social, economic and political conditions in both China and Canada 
suggest that restrictive legislation and institutional discrimination experienced by Chinese 
immigrants were not the sole reasons for the Chinese clustering in particular occupations, 
such as laundry and restaurant businesses. The urbanized host society created a job 
market for such service industries, in which Chinese immigrants could be employed, 
while the immigrants' ethnic and cultural background, as well as close clan relations 
helped them to both establish their businesses and faster their concentration in them. In 
considering the particular case of Halifax, the thesis argues that despite some local 
variation the experience of this small isolated Chinese population in eastern Canada 
conforms to the broad pattern of external and internal influences seen more clearly in 
urban contexts in western Canada.
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Introduction

Chinese immigrants' experience in Canada was largely different before and after 

the completion of Canadian Pacific Railway in 1885. Before then, they took all kinds of 

jobs available in the hrontier economies in British Columbia. After then, a great number 

of Chinese immigrants moved to central and eastern provinces and became engaged in 

the laundry and restaurant businesses. How and why did these occupational changes 

occur? Why were Chinese so intensively involved into the laundry and restaurant 

businesses all across Canada? This unique aspect of Chinese experience reflected not 

only the Canadian circumstances under which certain social forces encouraged Chinese 

entering particular business, but also the coping capacities of the Chinese drawing 6om 

their culture. This thesis tries to examine how these structural forces and cultural factors 

combined to form the occupational patterns of the Chinese Aom 1858 to 1923, 

particularly after the completion of CPR 6om the perspective of social history and urban 

history. It aims to add new in sis ts  to the nature of Chinese immigration to Canada in the 

late 19^ century and the development of Chinese ethnic business in this country.

The phenomenon that the Chinese were overwhelmingly engaged in laundry and 

restaurant businesses is not a new issue to Canadian scholars. On the one hand, the 

phenomenon that one ethnic group dominated a particular type of occupation has been 

reported by sociologists using census data at the macro-level, hi Canada, in particular, 

this kind of study is the basis of the work done by John Porter, B.R. Blishen, AJH. 

Richmond and D. Hall.^ To date, few studies have been done regarding Chinese

 ̂John Porter, Kertico/ AJbjoic (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1969); BJL Blishem, "Social 
Class and Opportunity in Canada," in Gaaadh, eds J.E.Curtis and W.G. Scott,



immigrants' dominance in urban services occupations in Canada. On the other hand, the 

fact that the Chinese immigrants were subject to structural racism has always been 

addressed as the dark side of Canadian immigration pohcy. Most Canadian scholarly 

research suggested that the Chinese were driven out of the core industries by 

"institutional" racism, they "clustered" in service occupations due to discriminatory 

policies by government and open hostility 6om the society in addition to language and 

cultural barriers.^ Therefore, they could not compete with the white labourers in the open 

market. As a matter of fact, the Chinese were perceived as a "yellow peril" that would 

undermine the quality, integrity and character of Anglo-Saxon society in western Canada. 

To bar further Chinese immigration, the federal government imposed a head tax on the 

Chinese of $50 in 1885. The tax was increased twice in 1901 to $100 and 1904 to $500. 

Finally in 1923, a Chinese Exclusion Act was passed to prohibit Chinese entry. Ironically, 

the act was enacted on July 1 ,̂ 1923. From then on, h)r almost half a century. Dominion 

Day was so-called "Humiliation Day" to the Chinese in Canada. The act remained in 

eSect until 1947. During th%e two decades, only a handful of Chinese people came to 

Canada. It bespoke a state tolerant ofhatred where racism was a part o^ or siq)ported by, 

all social institutions. In this thesis, racism is deSned as a doctrine that consists of a 

complex of ideas and actions that involves mixture of stereotype, ethnocentrism, 

prejudice, and discrimination.'^ "Institutional racism" is referring to "systemic racism"

(Toronto: Prentice-Hall, 1973); Hall D. "The Canadian Division of Labour Revisited," (Aid; Anthony H. 
Richard, "Social Mobility of Immigrants in Canada," in GaMmfnw: eds B. Blishen, (Toronto:
Macmillan, 1964).

 ̂The argument is particularly held by two scholars, David Chenyuan Lai, Peter S. Li.

 ̂Canadian scholars have tried to deSne "racism" in many ways. A classic interpretation 6om a historical 
perspective is Howard Palmer, PuAerr vf Hütory ofMztrvûm in yfiherta, (Tmonto:
McClelland and Steward Limited, 1982); For more recently iqxlated discussion of racism, see Christine



and "structural racism" — those practices in laws promoting racial segregation or 

restriction. Those institutions could be the Canadian government or local government and 

labour organization which launched and enacted a series of anti-Chinese practices.

However, to attribute all the reasons to racism would easily fall into single-sided 

interpretation. Labour historian Donald Avery suggested that since the Chinese 

immigrants were "imported" in a contract system, they were cast in a long period of 

indentured labour with httle opportunity for independent action. "They were a pawn in 

this Serce con&ontation between coital and labour."^ This analysis sheds light on the 

economic and political aspects of the situation, but still neglects the cultural factors. More 

recently, Peter S. Li has proposed to consider both structural and cultural factors for the 

Chinese immigrants' engagement in particular types of business.^ Sociologists like Ivan 

Light have even established a hamewoik to investigate minority enterprise in North 

America.^ To modify the interpretation on Chinese immigrants' occupational changes in 

Canada, this thesis attempts to Grst examine the existing scholarly research; second, the 

overall Chinese immigration progress hom mid-nineteenth century to early twentieth 

century; third, to bring sociologists' hamewoik on ethnic enterprise in America into 

Canadian context to analyze the factors that aSected occiq)ation changes; 6)urth, to

Boyle, Aoce, /(acûm awf fAe /.mv (Vancouver University of Briddi Columbia, Faculty of Law, 2000); 
Aicg owf jfocioM. CÜModaïr CAo/teage, edited by Leo Diiedger and Shiva S. Halli, (Montreal: McGill- 
Queen's University Press, 2000).

 ̂Donald H. Avery, Canada a Agiponse io Awnigrani (Toronto:
MacClelland & Stewart Inc., 1995).

 ̂Peter S Li, "Chinese Investment and Business in Canada: Ethnic Entrqareneurship Reconsidered," f  
VoL 66, Issue 2 (Summer 1993), p.219.

' Ivan Light and Edna Bonacich, Tmmigranr Enfrggreneio? (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of 
California Press, 1988); Robin Ward and Richard Jenkins, eds., EiAnic ComnHowügs in Ewsmess 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984); and Roger Waldinger, et aL, EiAnic 
/mmigrani Eztring&r in /nrfztririal Eoczeriar (Newbury Park, California: Sage, 1990).



conduct a case study to see to what extent the factors influenced Chinese immigrants' 

occupations in a particular historic settings of Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Prior to doing any research, a complete historiogr^hical review on Chinese 

immigration to Canada in the period of 1858 to 1923 is necessary.^ This thesis develops a 

whole chuter in this effort to comprehend scholars' approaches in studying Chinese 

immigration as well as set a global context to understand the Chinese diaspora.^ 

Geographically, this chapter chooses to examine the scholarship in Canada, the U.S., 

Australia and New Zealand as they are all English-speaking countries and once British 

colonies. Methodologically, this chapter dehnes hve approaches that scholars have 

employed, including social history, ethnic studies, political history, labour history, and 

urban history. The diSerence between Western and Chinese scholarship is also addressed 

in this chapter.

The settlement of immigrants in a host society was deeply tied with the 

immigration process. Keiby Miller's book /re/aW nwf /Ac hrüA

ExorAfs m Abr/A /fmencn offers invaluable insights that migrants' background at home 

greatly af&cted the migration process and immigrant settlement in the host society. 

Therefore, I decided to go deep in the background in China prior to their migration as 

well to make it clear why there was continuous migration despite strong anti-Chinese

'  This period is classihed according to Canadian immigration legislatioiL In 1858, the Erst gron^ of 
Chinese immigrants came to Canada and in 1923 the Exclusion Act was passed to prohibit Chinese entry. 
Scholars have suggested that there are several stages in t k  history of the Chinese in Canada based on 
immigration legislation and the development of Chinese community organization. For example, W. E. 
Willmott categorized Eve stages: the prehistory iq; to 1858: the origins of Chinese community in the gold 
rush, 1858-80; the railroad era, 1880-1900; reaction, 1900-23; consolidation, 1923-47; and growth arxl 
conflict, 1947 to the present. Sec W.E. Willmott, "Approaches to die Study of the Chinese in British 
Columbia," No. 4, (Spring 1970), p.43.

'  The tarn 'Chinese diaqiora' has become a common way of denoting the widespread migration of Chinese 
people. See for exanqile, Guangwu Wang, "Upgrading the Migrant: Neither Amgioo nor ffwuren," Chinese 
Xmerico. Mstory and fengpechves, 1996, pp.1-18; Pan Lynn, &nis of the fieObw Emperor, yf ffistory of the 
Chnrese diaq?ora (Boston, Little Brown, 1990).



sentiments in Canada and why more and more newcomers were also engaged in 

particular occupations. This constitutes the second chuter which examines the overall 

history of Chinese immigration, especially the social, economic and political conditions 

in China prior to the migration to Canada.

One of another two books that greatly influenced me is Sucheng Chan's 

successful work, TTziy rAe m yfgricw/mrg, f  P70

which examines how the Chinese immigrants who left China as peasants became 

successful agricultural capitalists in Cahfbmia. She convincingly pointed out that 

Chinese workers played an integral role in the agricultural history of the western United 

States. Inspired by Chan's ^proach, I try to explore how the host society's circumstances 

produced opportunities for the Chinese to become "laundrymen" and restaurant keepers 

and to what extent the Chinese contributed to the urban development of Canadian cities 

in turn. The other classic book of Paul Siu, CAmese lanWrymgM.' vf q/"

AoAzrioM encouraged me to investigate the ethnic culture of the Chinese community itself  ̂

which played an important role in ethnic businesses. Thus, the third chapter is based on 

the 6amework including both structural and cultural 6ctors. It tries to delineate the social 

context — the conûguration of social, economic, and political farces, as well as the role 

of ethnicity to analyze the changing occupational patterns of Chinese immigrants.

Saint Mary's University's location in Halifax brought me the chance to do a case 

study and primary research on the Chinese experience in this city. Therefare, the fourth 

chuter aims to use this case study to exempli^ the occupational changes of Chinese 

immigrants in a particular historical setting and shed light on their roles in Atlantic 

Canada in the meantime. The Chinese population in Hali6x was &r smaller than many



other cities in Canada. The percentage of Chinese laundry and restaurant business in the 

entire urban area in Halifax offers a contrasting setting to explain the occupational 

concentration. This chapter also studies whether the Chinese encountered the same 

prejudice as on the West coast, compares the attitudes of local society towards Chinese 

immigrants h-om region to region, and thus relates the detailed history to a wider context.

In terms of sources, first, to summarize the overall history of Chinese immigration 

to Canada, I put some efkrts in searching 6 r  primary Chinese literature, such as Taishan 

gazetteers, yearbooks and some biographical materials. Those helped me to draw a 

picture of migrants' situation in their homeland prior to migration. The demogrqrhic 

figures of Chinese immigrants occupations come 6om various resources. Some are 

directly compiled 6om Kcyn/ in 1885 and 1902; some are 6om

secondary resources. Unfortunately, few documents regarding pioneer Chinese 

immigrants were kept in Nova Scotia's public archives. There is not even a single article 

regarding Chinese in the JbwTwz/ q / " H f s i o n c a f  around 1900. But two

unpublished papers compiled some of the existing available resources, which gave me a 

good hint to trace down both the newsp^)er articles around 1900 and contemporary 

interviews. Some other government reports such as jZqyn/ Co/Mmüsfon on Hows q/̂  

Zo6ow and the 'Immigration Report" in Jbwno/ o/wf frocea&ng q/"/Ao Hbwse q/"

q/"tAe f  rince q/"Hbvo Scoho hem 1910-1923 are also very helpful. However, 

more in-depth research still needs to be put forward in order to draw a complete picture 

of Chinese experience in Halifax.

In summary, this thesis examines both external social forces and internal ethnic 

solidarity to interpret the occupational changes of Chinese immigrants in Canada. It



delineates the structural and cultural factors to analyze the influence of them on Chinese 

immigrants. In the meantime, it also emphasizes the role of Chinese businesses in the 

development of Canadian urban history.

10



Operational Definitions

There are many variations in the transliteration of Chinese personal names and 

place-names. The Pinyin system will be employed in this thesis except in cases where the 

names have been commonly spelled in a different romanization system, such as Hong 

Kong instead of Xianggang and Canton instead of Guangzhou. Some Chinese 

association names are also identihed using the Pinyin system, but their alternative names 

will be captioned. When using a person's Chinese name, the surname will be given 6rst 

according to the Chinese practice unless his or her name appeared in other publications.

See the deSmtion of Immanuel C. Y. Hsu, o f ( N e w  York, Oxford Oxford
University Press, 1995), pp. xxv-xxvü. And Jona&an D. Spence, 7%e SeorcA )br Afbderm CAAio (New York, 
London: W. W. Norton & Company, 1999), pjccd.

11



Chapter I

A Selected Historiographical Study of Chinese Immigration to Canada: 1858-1923

12



The spread of Chinese people across the globe has created one of the greatest 

movements of people in human history. The numbers speak for themselves: tens of 

millions of people left China since the sixteenth century. Today about fifty million 

Chinese in over a hundred countries are the products of this emigration. Studies of the 

overseas Chinese have taken the form of books, conferences, government reports, and 

films which have been paid a great deal of attention by historians, anthropologists, 

sociologists, economists and journalists. The history of Chinese immigration to Canada is 

one of the most signiûcant parts of this area since it reflects the distinctive experience of 

Chinese people in the changing context ofNorth America.

This chapter will examine what approaches have been taken in the scholarship on 

Chinese immigration to Canada in the period of 1858 to 1923, and to what extent the 

scholarship has reflected the ^proaches taken by scholars in other British colonies by 

referring to the literature of Chinese immigration to the United States, Australia and New 

2^ealand. In addition, this pz^er also wül address some of the diSerences between 

Chinese-language and English-language scholarship, thus giving a complete survey of the 

literature on Chinese immigration to Canada.

Five types of approaches can be identiGed in understanding Chinese immigration 

to Canada. These are social history, ethnic studies, political history, labour history, and 

urban history. Historians' views are changing over time. Patricia Roy argued that there 

are three generations of studies of the Chinese in British Columbia.'^ More broadly, this

' ' Guangwu Wang, Tattems of Chinese Migration in Historical Perspectrve," in CAina 2%g CAinegg 
OvgMear, ed. Guangwu Wang (Singfqxrre: Times Academic Press, 1991), p.6.

Patricia E. Roy, " 'Active Voices': A Third Generation of Studies of the Chinese and Japanese in British 
Columbia," B C N o .  117, (Spring 1998), p.5l; see also Patricia Roy, " 'White Canada Forever': 
Two Generations of Studies," Cünodian ErAnic Jfudi&r, VoL 11, No. 2 (1979), pp.97-109.

13



classification ûts in the whole body of the Chinese studies in Canada. The first generation 

included pre-war journal pieces and volumes of anti-Asian propaganda and sympathetic 

first-hand observations by social scientists. By 1970, a second generation of books began 

to appear, as Chinese questions received a more in-depth investigation via examining 

archival sources. W. Peter Ward, Patricia Roy and Kay J. Anderson are the 

representatives of this generation who contributed a lot to understanding and 

reconsidering the Chinese past in Canada more objectively and neutrally.Increasing 

academic interest on Chinese issues and multiculturahsm brought out the third generation 

of scholarship dominated by Chinese-Canadian scholars, including Anthony Chan, David 

Chenyuan Lai and Peter S. Li.̂ '*

Consequently, there is a roughly chronological sequence to these scholarly 

approaches although each approach continues to produce scholarship. This is tied to 

contemporary pohtics, the socioeconomic context and the identities and social 

positioning of the scholars themselves. The categories outlined here are only broadly 

descriptive and sometimes overlap each other.

First, from the perspective of social history, literature can be found on the history 

of the overall Chinese immigration experience, regional studies focusing on Chinese

Three fine studies of die second generation are: W. Peter Ward, Canada Forevgr. FopwZdr
and FwA/ic PoZity tmiwd Orrgnto6 in FrttüA Cb/wnAia (Montreal: McGiU-Queen's University 

Press, 1978); Patricia Roy, d Man's FroWnce. FridsA CbZwnAia Fa/rdcians and CArnese and 
Japanese /^migrants. (Vancouver University of British Columbia Press, 1989); Kay J
Anderson, Kancoaver!s CAinatmvn. Facâd Discourse in Canada, 7A7J-/PA0 (Montréal: McGill-Queen's 
University Press, 1991).

Three typical volumes of the third generation are: Anthony Chan, Cbid Mounioin. iAe Chinese in (Ae 
Few lyôrîd (Vancouver New Star Books, 1983); David Chenyuan Lai, Chinatowns; ZbwTts within Cities in 
Canada (Vancouver University of British Columbia Press, 1988); Peter S Li, The Chinese in Canada 
(Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1988).

14



communities and some particular aspects of the Chinese immigrants' experience in 

Canada, such as Chinese family studies. Affected by government policy, Canadian 

universities tended to focus on Canadian and European affairs before the 1960s.'^ For a 

long time, in the eyes of the Canadian pubhc, Canadians were usually assumed to be 

Caucasian, while Chinese Canadians and other non-white Canadians were seen as 

foreigners. Such a feeling was reflected in the pre-war hterature focusing on Chinese 

i mmunities which sum up the Srst generation of scholarship on Chinese immigration to 

Canada.

From the mid-nineteenth century onward, a plentifiil anti-Orientalism flourished 

on the western coast. As early as in 1878, the Workingmen's Protective Association was 

established as an association "organized on the spur of the moment" against Chinese 

labour in Victoria. Its members included many transients who failed to End permanent 

employment in Victoria or were unsuccessful miners who had "to fall back into the ranks 

of the laborers" and who "would rather starve than go to work alongside a Chinaman".^^ 

Later in 1879, the Anti-Chinese Association replaced WPA as a workingmen union 

opposed to Chinese employment and immigration. Such anti-Chinese sentiments could 

also be found in local government and legislative assembly. In 1885, jZpyn/ Co/wnüsm/%

Graham E Johnson, "The True North Strong: Contemporary Chinese Studies in Canada", CAimr 
No. 143 (1995), pp.852-3.

Peter S Li, "The Chinese Minority in Canada" in CWnag Conw&mr. P b i c e r a  ed.
Evelyn Huang (Vancouver Douglas & McIntyre, 1992), p.264.

Patricia Roy, X Mm: r frovwice. EriiûA Coiirnihio foZiriciaw and CAingre and dopongre
/mnn^anü, (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1989), p.48. Originally quote
hromFJ. Bernard in Cdmmdige, 1879. p.39.

For a detail discussion on anti-Chinese movements in B.C. see Patricia Roy, d fPAde Man 'a fTovincg, 
pp.13-63.

15



OM CAzMgj'e was conducted to investigate "Oriental Questions"/^ Although

this report included positive testimonials by factory owners and employers about Chinese

labourers, people generally felt threatened by Chinese immigrants. British Columbian

journalists hrequently placed articles about it in local and national magazines.^° Some

book-length volumes further helped to fuel Anti-Orientalism throughout Canada.^' For

example, Tom Machines argued in his volume Orfenm/ Co/wMhiu:

If there be no policy of Oriental Exclusion, rigidly enforced, then British 
Columbia and much of Alberta, before this century ends, will be largely occiqiied 
and controlled by Orientals; and Canada as a Nordic nation will be spoiled at its 
best end. ^

Not until the 1930s did social scientists begin their survey on "Oriental Questions" based 

on personal observations and investigation.^^ Given the high dependency on published 

government reports and newspapers at that time, those scholars recognized Asian 

immigrants' low living standards and their sufkring 6om the prejudice, but these 

volumes did not go beyond the statistics and description to deeper causes of the

"Oriental Questions" first concerned diat the entry of Chinese would "hyure" Ac pr^xilation of Ac 
province and then went on A discourage the immigration &om Asia including Japan, Korea and India. See 
the analysis of Ken Adachi, Enemy tW  Aiever fyhs." JKrtOry of tAe Jrgxmese Canadrons (Toronto: 
McClelland & Stewart Ac. 1991), pp.34-62.

^  Some exanq)les are: E. R. Gomell, "British Columbia and British International Relations," American 
Academy of Political and Social Science, VoL XLV (January 1913), pp.1-13; Lukin Johnston,
"The Case of Ae Oriental m B.C.," The Chnadmn AAzgozme, VoL LVn (August 1929); Charles Lugrin 
Shaw, "The Rismg Sun's Dark Shadow over Canada," Lfherty, November 11,1939.

The volumes are: Hilda Glynn-Ward, The IPndng on tAe IPoE (Vancouver: Sun Publishing, 1921); Tom 
Maclnnes, OnentoJ Occrçwtion ofErdûA CbAonAm (Vancouver Sun Publishing, 1927).

zzMaclnnes, Onezüo/ Occupation ofEntisA Go/umAm, p.80.

^  Tien-Fang Cheng. Oriental Jhonigration in Canada (Shanghai, Commercial Press, 1931); Charles H 
Young, JAe Jiÿzanere Gazurdions (Tomnto: Umversi^ of ToronA Press, 1939) [Published under the 
auspices of Ae Canadian National Committee Ar Mental Hygiene, the Canadian Ir^tituA of International 
Affairs.]; Charles J. Woodsworth, Canada and tAe Orient, d  Study in JntematidnaiRelations (ToronA: 
Macmillan, 1941). [Published under Ae auqzices of the Canadian InstituA of Atemational AGairs.].
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prejudice/"* However, their use of interviews and descriptions of the scene at the time are 

still valuable to historians today. In part, these social scientists' works revealed a 

conciliatory attitude towards the Oriental problem.

There are many parallels between immigration in Canada and those in Australia, 

New Zealand and the U.S. To begin with, there was strong anti-Chinese sentiment in all 

these four countries &om the mid-nineteenth century to mid-twentieth century. According 

to Sucheng Chan, the pre-WWH literature on Chinese immigration to the U.S. was also 

combined with anti-Chinese propaganda and "partisan" sociological works in which the 

Chinese presence was almost invariably 6amed as a "problem".^ The literature in 

Australia and New Zealand was much similar at that time.^

The years after WWn saw the repeal of most of the discriminatory laws that had 

been specially enacted against the Chinese in North America. In Canada, the m^or 

turning point for Chinese immigration was the changes in immigration pohcy in the

24 Patricia Roy, " 'White Canada Forever'," pp.97-8.

^  Sucheng Chan, "Asian American Historiography," in Franklin Ng eds. The FRstory omf /mmigratidn of 
XsfOM (New York & London: Garland Publising, Inc., 1998), p.364.
The anti-Chinese writing include: M.B. Starr, Corning Arugg/e (San Francisco, 1873); Pierton W. 
Dooner, Lost of (Ae RgwAAc (San Francisco, 1880); and Robert WoltK, X jAorf and ZhaAfd ̂ irio/y 
qf tAg Taking of Oregon and Ca/(f)mia Ay tAe CAinege in (Ae Fear TA99 (San Francisco, 1882).
The positive writines on Chinese imrnierants include: William Speer, TAe Oidgsi and Akweri&npire 
(Cincinnati, 1870); Otis Gibaon, TAe CAinese Ai dmerica (Cincinnati, 1877); and George F. Seward, 
CAinere Annwgraiion in Tir AAciai and Feonomic dapecA (New Yodr, 1881).

^  Ouyang Yu, "Australian Invention of Chinese Invasion: A Century of Paranoia, 1888-1988," dasiroZidn 
Liierary Jiadies, Vol 17 Issue 1, (May 1995), pp.74-84.
The anti-Chinese literature in Australia include: Anon, TAe Rad/e of (Ae MordiaiZoc or TTiow IPe Losi 
dzfsira/ia (Melbourne: Samuel Mullen, 1888); Fleetwood Chidell, dasira/ia — IPAiig or Fgdow? (London: 
Heinemann, 1926).
For more writines on Chinese immigrants see. J.W. Cushman, "A 'Colonial Casualty': The Chinese 
Community in Australian Historiography," dsidn 5̂ iudigr ofdwsiraiia. Vol. 7, No. 3 (1984); and a congilete 
informative guide by Julie Stacker & Peri Stewart, CAinasg Anmigraad and CAinerg-dasiraiiaas in Agw 
&?aiA IPWgr (National Archives of Australia, 1996).
For die ariti-Chinese literature and positive wri^ngs on the Chinese in New Zealand, see Brian 
Moloughney, and John Stenhouse, " 'Drug-Bcsotten, Sin-Begotten Fiends of Filth': New Zealanders and 
the Oriental Other, 1850-1920," A/iew Zea/andJbuma/of Hisior}', Vol. 33, No. 1 (1999),pp.43-64.
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1960s. Although the Exclusion Act was repealed in 1947, it was not until 1967, when 

Canada adopted a universal point system of assessing potential immigrants, that Chinese 

were admitted under the same criteria as people of other origins.^^ In academic Gelds, 

when the Third World Liberation Front (TWLF) was established in the 1960s at San 

Francisco State University and the University of California, Beikeley, Chinese studies 

attracted further scholarly interest. Later, when f  ucÿîc — formerly the journal of

the Institute of PaciGc Relations — moved to Canada, they opened a forum for Canadian- 

Chinese scholarship, thus promoting Chinese studies across all of Canada.^^ By 1970, the 

second generation of scholarship on Chinese immigration to Canada appeared.

From a social history perspective, scholars among the second generation of 

scholarship on Chinese immigration began to reexamine the overall history of Chinese 

immigrant experience in Canada. The Grst m^or English-language study 'to  present a 

view of Chinese Canadian History Gom what is at least in part of Chinese perspective" 

was From CAmu to It summarized the development of the Chinese political

community by exploring its creation, sustenance, and continuation. This thorough volume 

has been seen as an excellent reference to Chinese immigration to North America. Other 

volumes on the overall history are Gom some Chinese Canadian scholars of the third 

generation. As a Chinese merchant descendant, Anthony Chan openly sympathized with 

Chinese immigrants and sought to counter the hostile views of Asians that prevailed in 

North America at the turn of twentieth century. Chan's Go/d Afbwnm/n. /Ae CAmese in

27 Peter Li, CAmare M Gamada, p.91.

^  Graham E Johnson, "The True North Strong: Contemporary Chinese Studies in Canada ", CAi/w 
No. 143 (1995), pp.856-7.

^  Edgar Wickberg, e t aL, from CAing to Ganadd. ,4 fKriory of (Ae CAmase Gommwudgy m Ganada 
(Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1982), p.2.
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fAg A/iew lybrM was the first book-length attempt to relate Chinese-Canadian history to 

Chinais history in a systemic way/^ Another concise, but integrated and complete 

overview of Chinese immigration to Canada is Peter Li's CAm&se in Canada. It 

provides more insightful analysis of Chinese Canadian society by rgrproaching the subject 

from a perspective of institutional racism.^' Chan and Li's books are seen as the turn 

toward social history in Chinese Canadian historical scholarship. These works added 

"active voices" to Chinese studies and provided glimpses into Chinese communities 

within Canada 6om the perspective of Chinese, thus, providing an insider's view to 

complete the stories of Chinese immigrations.^^

In American scholarship, Mary Coohdge's study of the Chinese question has long 

been recognized as a forerunner of critical research on this topic. She set up a social- 

historical structure of ̂ proaching overall Chinese immigration — dividing it into several 

periods according to the legislation against the Chinese and addressing the origin, 

emigration background, chain migration pattern, "push" and "pull" factors, settlement 

and assimilation to the host society.This methodology encouraged many other 

American as well as Australian and New Zealand scholars of Chinese immigration.^^

^Edgai Widdxrg, "Review of Gold Mountain: the Chinese in the New World", Xmerican /fütoric 
Vol.99 (June 1984), p.886. Chan's attenpts and hamework could be traced back to the 1909 CAimasg 
/iwMigratioR by sociologist Mary Coohdge, see discussion below.

Roberto Perin, Review of C/unerg in Canada, Canadian JfüioricaJ Kgvigw, VoL 70 Issue 3, 
(Sepl989), p.447.

Patricia E. Roy, " 'Active Voices'," p.51.

Mary Coolidge, CAinasg Jnwn(gradon (New York: H. Holt and Congxmy, 1909).

^  In a chronological order, The scholarship in die U.S. includes: Betty Lee Sung, Mountain qf Coid; 7%g 
Aofy of iAg CAingsg in Xmgrica (New York: Macmillan, 1967); Shih-shan Henry Tsai, 7%g CAinerg 
Erpgrigncg in /tfngrica. (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986); Jack Chen, 7%g CAineag of 
.dntgrica (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1980); HimMaik Lai, Joe Huang, and Don Wong, 7%g CAinggg of 
Xmgrica, /  (San Francisco: Chinese Culture Center, 1980); Roger Daniels, Aridn v4merica.
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In terms of assimilation, scholarship 6om China took a very different slant.

Both historians and government ofBcials focused on the loyalty of those who 

emigrated. Topics of inquiry include how well the Chinese in Canada remained loyal to 

their hometown, to the Chinese culture and to the nation-state.^^ L. Ling-chi Wang argued 

that in the eyes of Chinese scholars, the fact that Chinese immigrants often dwelled 

together was the evidence of loyalty to China. Although immigrants were in a foreign 

country, they still maintained their life-style in order to keep a connection with home. 

Instead of assimilating, they formed an extension of their hom eland.In brief) Western 

and Chinese scholarships come 6om very different perspectives. Chinese scholars are 

more focused on emigration background, cultural continuity and enduring identity.

oW VigÿxzMgfg m rAe LWa/ Aa/ea fince (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1988);
Benson Tong, CAwese yfrnericanf (Westport, Connecticut & London: Greenwood Press, 2000).
The scholarship in Australia includes: Arthur Huck, 7%e CArmere in vlusiraZia (Longmans Green and Co. 
Ltd, 1968); Kee Poo-Kmig, CAinesg immigrants in yfusiroAa. GonsirocAbn of a 6bcio-Economic frqf/g 
(Institute of Applied Economic and Social Research, University of Melbourne, September, 1988); Jan 
Ryan, ifnggsiors. CAinasg in CoionioZv^Ksiroiio (Fremantle: Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 1995); and Jan 
Ryan eds, CAinegg in ,4usira&a ami Wgw Zgoiomi. Aiwiiû&rcÿiinary yfpproocA (New DehU: New Age 
Intemaitonal Ltd, 1995). Shirley Fitzgerald, üg(i Tryg, GoW Stissorr; iAg siory of^^dng; s CAinare (State 
Library ofNSW Press 1997); C. Y. Choi, CAin&re Aiigroiidn ami .ÿgüigmgnr in vfwsiraiio (Sydney 
University Press, 1975); Jane Lydon, Aioru' ihvenhbnr. TAg CAinarg in iAg Rock i^PO-iPJO (Monash 
Publications in History, 1999).
The scholarship in New Zealand includes: N.G. Fong, TAg CAinare New Zeoidmi. 4̂ Amix in Assimiiohdn, 
(Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 1959); W. Friesen, & M. Ip, A/ew CAinesg Agw Zeaiomierr. 
frq/iig ofa Tyonsnaüonai Commwniiy in vfudUoTKi (Albany: Asia-Pacihc Migration Research Network, 
Massey University, 1997).

Chinese-language scholarship see, David Tung-hai Lee, Jidnaddi Tida^ido RAi. (A History of the Chinese 
in Canada) (Taipei: Zhonghua Dadian Bianyinhui, 1967); Shao-ru Wang et aL eds, Jinddi CAoyang RAiAoa, 
(Tiiriory of iAg CAinare XAroodXShanghai: Xuclin Chuhanshe, 1989); Jian-xiong Wu, T/dnvai ITminyw 
T/wargn RAeAw, (CAinase Emigrantr and Tfwargn Jocigiy) (Taibei: Yun-chen Wenhua Gongsi, 1993); Guo- 
hong Zhu, ZAonggwo dg Aioiwai fimin. fixiang Gdq/i gidnyi dg LirAi, (CAinarg Enwgraiion. d  TTirioricoi 
Jiu(^ iAg /niamaiidmd Aiigraiion) (Shanghai: Fudan Dexue Chuhanshe, 1994); Guo-zhen Yang, 
Mingging ZAongguo fdnAai SAgAoiyu TTdiwai Mmin, (TAg A4driiimg Sdcigiy of CAina and CAinasg 
Emigrants in Ming and ging Dynos^) (Beijing: High-Education Press, 1997).

L. Ling-Chi Wang, T he  Structure of Dual Domination: Toward a Paradigm for die Study of the Chinese 
Diaspora in the United States," dmerasdzddamai, VoL 21, No.l&2 (1995), p.l51.

^^ibid,p.l52.

ibid, p. 152.
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Chinese scholarship's emphasis reflected the concern of exiled people with their role and 

place in the world. By contrast, the Western scholarship focuses on whether immigrants 

could merge into the mainstream culture of a foreign country.

From the aspect of Canadian immigration as a whole, Chinese issues have played 

an important role and have heen included in larger national histories in various 

publications.^^ In the recently published IFo/Mem, IForters, o/wf

i/i .HÜsro/y, f PdOf, Chinese communities in Canada have

heen given a detailed investigation.'*^ This is similar to the scholarship on Chinese 

immigration to the United States.'** Whereas, it is not until recently, that national histories 

in Australia and New Zealand began to shed light on the Chinese expeiience.^^ Jan Ryan 

has pointed out that for a long time, the Chinese remained excluded &om discussions of 

national identity, although mistreatment and discrimination have been addressed in some

^  The literature includes: Ungerleider Charles S., "Immigration, Multiculturalism, and Citizenship: The 
Development of the Canadian Social Justice," Qmad&m VoL 24, Issue 3 (1992), pp.7-23;
Ninette Kelly and Michael Trdnlcock, AWmg oftAe Mysore, flKfOTy of CbrWian Annwgrofion 
fo/wy (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1998); Shiva S. Halli and Leo Diidger eds, JmnugnzMt 
Chnodo " OgmogrqpAfc, Æcononwc, and CAo/kng&r (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1999); 
Dirk Hoerder, Ogofmg ̂ ocieAes. Jhwwgronr Lives in Cknodo (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's 
University Press, 1999).

^  Anthony Chan, "Bachelor Workers," in Franca lacovetta, eds. vI Aoiibn of JhwMigronA. IFomen, Ifbrterr, 
onri Commwniiigr in Conodian LArioTy, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1998), pp.231-
250.

For exanq)le, Keith Fitzgerald, 7%e Face C(f 7%e Aoiion. hnmigroiion. The ,9iaie, yfmi The h/oiionof 
Tdenüiy (Stanford, Calif: Stanford University Press, 1996); Desmond S. King, hfohihgvfniericaTM. 
TmmfgroAon, Face, Xmf The ChigôK Qf The Diverse Democracy (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 
Press, 2000).

Stuart MacIntyre, yf Goncire Drsiory ofyfosirafia (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1999), 
pp.141-142; Greif S.W. "Introduction: The interweaving of Themes of New Zealand Irmnigration" and 
Manying Ip, " Chinese New Zealanders: Old Settlers and New Migrants," in S.W. Greif eds, Tmmigroübn 
o/ni Mriiono/ Tdeniiiy in Aew Zeoiomi. One Fecp/e, T\vo Feopier, Afonry Feopier, (Palmerston North: 
Dunmore Press, 1995).
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studies/^ For example, volume four (1901-1942) of

published in 1988, has not a single Chinese indexed.^ Similarly, the myth of Chinese 

"invasion" to New Zealand was not publicly debunked in social history until the late 

1980s/^ Only since then, various discussions concerning the Chinese presence have 

largely come into academic circles.^ Before the 1980s, a few studies on Asian 

immigration comprised the segments of Chinese experience/^

In short, the general studies on Chinese immigration to Canada, as elsewhere, 

provide a portrait of the Chinese experience and explore the interrelationship between

^  Jan Ryan, " Chinese Australian History," in Wayne Hudson and Geof&ey Bolton cd, Crggfing lustra/id. 
Changing XusfroJia Æüfo?}' (St. Leonards, N.S.W., Australia: Allen & Unwin, 1997), p.71. Jan Ryan made 
the argument based on examining HtriOry o f ( M e l b o u r n e ;  New York Oxford
University Press, 1986); John Richard's CWiwre JKrtd/y of Xusira/âi (Melbourne: Longman Cheshire, 
1988); Curthoys et a l eds, X w s i n z J r a w J P J 9  (Sydney: FairAx, Syme & Weldon, 1987); and 
Grimshaw et al Oeotôig o Mzüdn (Melbourne: Penguin, 1994).

^  Jan Ryan, "Chinese Australian History," p.71.

Augie Fieras, Paul Spoonley, RecoJ/mg Xoteoroo. Jndrgenous folitre; oad EiAnic Rgidhdn; i/r New 
ZeoloMrf, (Auckland, New Zealand: Oxford University Press, 1999), p. 154.

46 Manying ]^, " Chinese New Zealanders: Old Settlers and New Migrants," in S.W. Greif eds, 
JoHMZgroddn Æ NdiidMolMeniiiy (Palmerston North: Dunmore Press, 1995); M. McKinnon, Jhrmrgront; 
o/rd Criizens. New Zeoidaders and yfsioa Jmari^adoa i« Nisioricol Goatexi (Wellington: Institute of Policy 
Studies, Asia 2000,1996); JM. Lidgard, EdsiAriaa Afigrodda (o yfoieoroo/New Zeoioad. Perspective; of 
5orae New XrrivaZ; (Hamilton: discussion paper no. 12, Population Studies Centre, University of Waikato,
1996); R. Vasil, & H-K Yoon, New Zeoioader^ qfyfsida Origia, (Wellington: Institute of Policy Studies, 
Victoria University of Wellington, 1996); AD. Trlin, & P. Spoonley eds. New Zeo/oad oad Jateraotidrwri 
Afigrotioa. d Digest orwi Ribiidgrap^, (Palmerston North: Department of Sociology Massey University,
1997); A.V. Zodgekar, Jraraigroat; ia New Zeotdrwi Rocietx (Wellington: occasional paper no. 10 in the 
Sociology and Social Work series, Victoria University of Wellington, 1997); Manying Ip, "Asian Migrants- 
—the Myth and die Reali^," New Zeaidad NieroJd, 29 Octoba ,̂ 1997; W. Friesen, & Manying Ip, New 
CAiaese New Zieoidaders. Prr^ie of a TkoasrwrttoaaJ Goawawaity ta dwcAidad (Albany: Asia-PaciBc 
Migration Research network, Massey University, 1997); Manying Ip, "Gender, Racism, and the Politics of 
Chinese Immigration," in R.du Plessis and L. Alice eds, Pemtatst T^wgAt ta vfotearoo (Auckland: Oxford 
University Press, 1998).

Richard Thompson, Race Reidttoa; Ja New Zieataad.- yf Review Qf 7%e Literatare (Christchurch: National 
Council of Churches, 1963); A.T. Yarwood, yfjtaa Af^ratida to yfastro/ta. 7%e RacAgroaad to RxcJwftoa, 
J8P6-J923 (Melbourne, 1964); Keith Westhead Thomson, Jawa(graat; ta New Zieataad (Palmerston North, 
Massey University, 1970).
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Chinese and the larger society. They are characterized by their focus on the difBculty 

of transition &om the homeland to a new life and their concern with Chinese efkrts to 

assimilate and contribute to the host country. They also demonstrate that Chinese 

communities were not homogeneous.

On the level of regional studies, there is voluminous literature on the Chinese in 

British Columbia, which had the largest Chinese population within Canada and where 

"Oriental Questions" were first raised.^^ Similarly, in the U.S., regional studies are 

concentrated on large cities such as New York, San Francisco and Los Angles where 

there were relatively more Chinese immigrants.^

Since the 1970s, in metropolitan centers such as Vancouver and Toronto, there is 

renewed concern about the Chinese presence. Resentment is building toward Chinese 

economic success, especially as more affluent Chinese, mainly 6om Hong Kong, have 

begun to immigrate to Canada after changes in immigration policy that favour business 

immigrants. Accordingly, more issues and regional case studies regarding Chinese

^  Some odier volumes see: Jin Tan and Patricia Roy, CAmese in Chnadü (Ottawa: Canadian Historical
Association, 1985); Stanislaw Andracki, Oricniak into Cünadü, wüA SjpecW
CAinese (New York Amo Press, 1978); Persia C Canybell, CAin&re Goo/ias JFmigmüon wüAin iAg ̂ riiüA 

(New York Negro University Press, 1969).

^  Some journal articles and volumes regarding the Chinese in British Columbia see, Patricia Roy, " The 
Oriental in British Columbia" in SM. TrofimenknfF ed, 7%e TWeniies in lygsfem Canmfo. of iAg
H'gsigm GonWion ,9iWigs Gofÿgrgncg, AAzrcA /P72 (Ottawa: History Division, National Museum of Man, 
National Museums of Canada, 1972); Patricia Roy, ,4 JFAiig Afon 'f Arovincg; Paul Lee, v4n J/Awtnaied 
Mrioyy of (Ag GAinarg in Pancowvgr (Vancouver Douglas and Mclnyre, 1988); Carol Lee, "The Road to 
ErAanchisement: Chinese and J^anese in British Columbia," RG6'iwdigs, VoL30, (Summerl976) pp.44- 
76; Wing Chong Ng, TAg GAinesg in Poncouvar (Vancouvcr University of British Columbia Press, 1999).

^  There are too many publications to address here, for die historiographical assessments in American 
scholarship see, Roger Daniels, "Westerners 6om the East Oriental Immigrants Appraised,"
Tfirioricoi Rgvigw, Vol. XXXV, (1966), pp.373-383; Daniels, " American Historians and East Asian 
Immigrants," ibid., VoL XLIH, (1974), pp.449-472; Shirley Hune, MigroAbn to tAg UnrW .States.'
treomù and TAgmes in ARrtortco/ and Soctdfogtcaf Lftgrotwrg (Washington, D.C.: 1977); Hyung-chan Kim 
eds, dsian dmgrtcan .Stwdtes. dn dnnotated ̂ i6Adgr<yAy and RgsearcA Guide (New York Greenwood 
Press, 1989); and Sucheng Chan, "Asian American Historiography," pp. 1-36.
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immigration have come into academic research. For example, there are discussions 

concerning Chinese business in Canada,^  ̂the Chinese immigrant children's cross-cultural 

adaptation,^^ and the Chinese traditional culture in Canadian society.^^ Furthermore, there 

are also some particular discussions touching schooling, '̂* Chinese nationalism and 

merchants,residential settlements^^ and the Chinese in the airforce.^

There is no doubt that Chinese communities before WWH were dominated by 

males. Studies have shown that &om the late nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth 

century, there was a serious gender imbalance and lack of family among Chinese in 

Canada, the U.S., Australia and New Zealand. Despite the fact that the racialized 

discourse, practice and legislation directly afkcted the produce of a "bachelor society", 

a survey of Chinese women as well as Chinese family in the host society might ofkr

Peter S Li, "Chinese Investment and Business in Canada: Ethnic Entrepreneurship Reconsidered," 
f  VoL 66, Issue 2 (Summer 1993), p.219.

^  Betty K Lee and Ling Chen, "Cultural Communication Conqxtence and Psychological Adjustment," 
CbmmuTWcotion RargarcA, Vol. 27, Issue 6 (Dec 2000), p.764.

^  Ban Seng Hoc, beyond the Go Wen Afbuntan:.' CAwarg CuAwuZ Zradidons in Canada (Hull, Quebec : 
Canadian Museum of Civilization, 1989).

^  Timothy Stanley, "Schooling, White Supremacy and the Formation of a Chinese Merchant Public in 
British Coluihbia," RC ,9nafigs. Vol. 107, (Autumn 1995), pp. 3-29.

^  "'Chinaman, Wherever We Go': Chinese Nationalism and Guangdong Merchants in British Coluihbia, 
1871-1911," Canadian //iriorica/ Rgwew, Vol.77, No.4 (Deceihber 1996), pp.475-503; Brian Thornton, 
"Exceptions to The Rule: Chinese Merchants and the Exclusion Laws, 1890-1894," faci/k AbriA IFgsi 
Fonan Vol.6, No.l (1992) pp. 50-59.

Georges Cho and Roger Leigh, "Patterns of Residence of the Chinese in Vancouver," in Feopies qf iAe 
Living Land. CeograpAy of Cidiurai Divgrsiiy in RriiirA Co/wmhia, cd. J. Minghi (Vancouver: Tantalus 
Research. 1972).

Ray H Crone, "The Unknown Airforce," SasAaicAewan L/isiory, VoL30, No.l (1977), pp.1-17.

Anthony B. Chan, "Orientalism and Image Making: The Sojourner in Canadian History," The Journal of 
Ethnic Studies, VoL 9 (1981), pp.37-46; and Peter S. Li, "Immigration Laws And Family Patlems: Some 
Demographic Changes Among Chinese Families In Canada, 1885-1971," Canadian FiAnic 5'iadigr, Vol. 12, 
No.l (1980), pp. 58-73.
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some alternative explanation to the Chinese migration pattern and settlement/^ Thus, the 

academic interest in gender analysis has shiAed aAention to the analysis of Chinese 

women and family.^ In this respect, the Australian and New Zealand's scholarship are 

just taking shape,^' whereas, American scholarship seems to have developed more than 

Canadian scholarship in the area of Chinese women/^ Canadian scholars are keen to see 

how Chinese immigrants adr^ted themselves under the special socioeconomic 

circumstance of an area, and to look at how they were subject to discrimination and 

racism which leads into the second general approach — ethnic studies.

Ethnic studies have beat widespread throughout North America since the 1960s. 

In Canada, the 1960s and 1970s have witnessed signiAcant advances, methodologically

^  Adam Mackeown, "Transnational Chinese Families and Chinese Exclusion, 1875-1943," y/owmal of 
Xmehbon EtAnic f/kioyy, VoL 18, Issue 2 (Winter 1999), pp.73-110.

^  For a discussion on Chinese women in Canada, see Tamara Adilman, "A Preliminary Sketch of Chinese 
Women and Work in British Columbia, 1858-1950," in AbtVuaf oa tAe /fûiory
of IRiaiea 'a Wort ra Brrtif A Co/wazAio, ed. B. LaAam et al (Victoria: Camosun College Press, 1984); Dora 
Nipp, " 'But Women Did Come': Working Chinese Women in (he Interwar Years," in lean Burnet eds, 
LooArag raio 's Ægrknzüba ra IFbama s AArfory (Toronto: The Multicultural History
Society of Ontario, 1986); May Yee, "Chinese Canadian Women: Our Common Struggle," Cuaodma 
ÆrAaïc VoL19, No.3 (1987), pp. 174-184; Jra Guo. Forcer of CAiaare Cüaodroa IFbaiea (Toronto: 
Women's Press, 1992); Constance Backhouse, " White Female Help And Chinese-Canadian Employers: 
Race, Class, Gender And Law In The Case Of Yee Chin, 1924," Chaodraa ftAarc Arrrfier, Vol.26, No.3 
(1994), pp. 34-52.
For a discussion on Chinese family in Canada, see Graham E Johnson, "Chinese Family and Community 
in Canada," in Two Ahrroar, Moay Cw/Arrer.' .EtAarc Groups ra Chaodo, ed. Jean Leonard Elliott 
(Scarborough, Ont. : Prentice-Hall of Canada, 1978); Pekr S Li, "Immigration Laws And Family Patterns: 
Some Demogn^hic Changes Among Chinese Families In Canada, 1885-1971," GoaorJraa EtAarc 5AuJrgr, 
Vol.12, No.l (1980), 58-73; A recent novel, Denise Chong, 7%e CoacuArag CArAfrea. fortrart a
/Ararrly Dharfed (New York; Toronto: Viking, 1995).

Manying Ip, Aiew .4wag; from Abaic. Lr/g Abrrer GAragrg IFbmga ra Agw ZierzAzarf, (Auckland: New 
Women's Press, 1990); E. Ho, R.. Bedford, & J. Goodwin, " 'Astronaut' Families: A Contenporary 
Migration Phenomenon," AsAr-frrcr^ AfrgrrrAoa f  greorcA AgtworA, (Albany: Massey University, 1997).

Some Ene volumes &om American scholarship are: George Anthony Pefler, Jf 7%^ rJoa't frrag (Agrr 
IFbmea Agre. CAragrg femoZg JmmrgroAoa A ^rg ExcJzrrroa (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1999); 
Judy Yung, lArAowarf fggt. X 5'ocArI Awtory of CAragrg IFbarga ra 5rza froacrrco (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1995); Sharon K. Hom ed, CAragsg IFbmga Travgrrrag Drrrrporo. Afeaiorrr, Ersayr, aarJ 
Pogpy (New York: Garland Pub., 1999).
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and substantively, in research on ethnicity. The parallel growth of the Canadian Ethnic

Studies Association as a vigorous community of scholars &om all disciplines attests to

and reflects those advances.^^ The general interest in ethnic studies generated lots of

articles and books on the studies of the Chinese in Canada.

In the Erst place, scholars struggled to identify the Chinese who came to Canada

in the nineteenth century. Much ink has been spilled on whether or not the Chinese

migrants to North America were immigrants or "sojourners," that is, parsons who did not

really intend to stay.^ This debate was Erst raised in the American scholarship. In the

1960s, some scholars such as Gunther Barth viewed the Chinese as voluntarily isolated

"sojourners", which means the Chinese refused to become involved with the host society

and instead, they were draining wealth Eom the U.S.^  ̂The debate involved not only

ethnic studies scholars, but also labour historians and urban historians. For example, in

EcoMo/Mfc vddapfoiio/; owf .ErAmic q/"tAe Bernard Wong

idenEEed old overseas Chinese as isolated foreigners.

This ghetto-hke environment gives them a sense of separaEon. They read only the 
Chinese newspaper, listen to Chinese music, eat Chinese foods, and socialize with 
other Chinese. They are highly ethnocentric and see no worthwhile reason to 
assimilate into American society.... The Chinese living in gEeEo-hke Chinatown, 
they are in America, but exist as Chinese.^

63 Jay E. Goldstein and Rita M. Bienvenue eds, EtAnicity ond EtAfwc ReJdddns in Canada.' Root of
Rgodingï, (Toronto: Butterworths, 1980), p. 1-5.

For a discussion on the concept of "sojourners", see Franklin Ng, *The Sojourner, Return Migration, and 
Immigration History." CAin&re J%io?y and f  gnrpecdvgr. (1987), pp. 53-71; Paul Siu, 'The
Sojoumer,"dn:ericandb!a7KriqfRocioidgy, Vol. 58, Issue 1 (July 1952), pp.34-44.

Gunther Barth, Rdter RirongiA.' d  ^isio/y of iAg GAinerg in iAg Cniigd Riaiea, J&J0-J&70 (Cambridge, 
Harvard University Press, 1964).

Bernard Wong, CAinaiorvn, Economic ddopiaiidn and EiAnic Jdgniiiy of The CAingre (New York, N.Y.: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1982), p.77.
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More radical arguments developed in some studies in the 1970s. By employing 

Milton Gordon's stage-theory of assimilation, they claimed that, although the Chinese 

have achieved "behavioral assimilation" (acculturation to Anglo-American values) and a 

good measure of "structural assimilation" (integration into the dominant society's 

occupation), they continue to maintain a Chinese or Chinese-Anglo identity which serves 

to mark off a distinct ethnic boundary. Thus, they further put the Chinese in the place of 

"Aliens".

On the other side of the debate, scholars argued that the Chinese migrants did 

want to settle as other migrants from Europe. It was white racism that forced the Chinese 

into involuntary sojourning in the U.S.^

In the 1980s, the debate spilled over into Canadian academic circles. As Yuen- 

fbng Woon argued, "[t]he intensity of the debate has been fanned by the fact that 

Canadian politicians and anti-Chinese pressure groups, like those in the U.S., had often 

used the sojourning behavior of the Chinese as an argument to propose or justify anti- 

Chinese legislation".^^ M^or representatives of this historiogr^hy include Peter Ward's

Vivien Lai, "The New Chinese immigration in Toronto," in Jean Leonard Elliott, eds., AAnnrity 
Cnnadinnf, Vol. H. (Scaiboronh, Ontario: Prentice-Hall of Canada, 1973), pp. 120-140; Mehbid S. Weiss, 

Cfty. 4 CAmese ComnmniZy Zm .America (Cambridge: Schenkman. 1973).

^  The strongest critique to Barth cane 6om Linda Shin in her review of SZT-engtA, in Emma Gee, et 
al. eds., Connte/pomi.' f  gn^eciZvgr on /trZon (Los Angeles: Asian American Studies Center,
University of California,) pp.36-38; Shirley Hune, "Asian American Studies in the First Decades: Trends 
and Themes; Failures and Revisions, 1960s-1970s," in Hyung-chan Kim eds, vinan Xmencon S'ArdZes. 
yfnnntaW and RerearcA Gnide (New York: Greenwood Press, 1989), p.242.

® Yuen-fbng Woo, "The Voluntary Sojourner among the Overseas Chinese: Myth or Reality?" PaciEc 
Affairs, VoL 56, Issue 4 (Winter, 1983-84), p.674.
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Forevef and Patricia Roy's AAz» f froWMce.^  ̂Dealing with the

"anti-oriental attitudes" and policies, Peter Ward's Cannf/o forever, interprets the 

stereotype of the Chinese and its deep inGuence on the treatment of them in western 

society. Ward argued that "the fact of segmentation in west coast society profoundly 

influenced patterns of racial perception within the dominant white community. Pluralism 

heightened its awareness of race and thus encouraged the circulation of negative Asian 

stereotypes."^'

When John Porter's concept of "vertical mosaic" came into influence the 

Canadian academic wodd,^ scholars began to propose several alternatives on the ethnic 

identity of the Chinese. Deploying an impressive array of Western social theorists, K. Jay 

Anderson argued that "Chinatown "and "Chinese" were racial categories constructed by 

European Canadians through the use of state machinery. Thus, it was the host society that 

perpetually deGned ethnic Chinese as "others" and "outsiders".Some Canadian- 

Chinese scholars such as Anthony Chan and David Chenyuan Lai sought to highlight the 

Chinese contribution to Canadian life. Lai pointed out that although there were cultural 

barriers, language disadvantage and the clannish character influenced by traditional 

Chinese culture, it was white racism that made them willing to live within the enclave 

inside which they could "ergoy" life. The "isolation" was both voluntary and involuntary. 

To some point, the debate ended here.

Patricia Roy, fMutg Afom [r A-owMce." f  am/ CAing;g omf JfÇ)aag$g
iwoHgraMü, (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1989).

W. Peter Ward, Canodh forever, p.21.

^  John Porter, 7%e PerhcoJ Mosaic. Xn of AwiaJ CZoss am/ Power m Gomo/a (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1965).
73 K. Jay Anderson, Pïzmxmver^ OdmdOww, p.3.
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In short, since the 1980s, scholars have been trying to break the stereotype of 

Chinese as "John Chinaman" or "imassimilable aliens," "perpetual hareigners" and come 

up with a more objective image tmder the auspices of multiculturalism. Ronald Takaki 

and Wing Chung Ng's works best reflect the shift in scholarship &om viewing Chinese 

immigrants as isolated foreigners to emphasizing their integral role in North America. '̂* 

The Chinese as a minority have gained social acceptance and full-fledged citizenship in 

Canadian society since the 1960s.^  ̂Looking back, the history of the Chinese minority in 

Canada could be seen as a quest for citizenship and equality.^^

In Australia and New Zealand, the problem of deGning Chinese identity still 

remains today. Jan Ryan has pointed out that by 1997, some works still retained the 

Chinese as a homogenous 'Yace", a detached entity.^Recently a lot of eSbrt has been 

taken to "provide practical step-by-step guides to help individuals and communities 

around Australia identify our Chinese heritage places". The Australian Heritage 

Commission has issued a valuable volume and an Internet guide regarding the Chinese 

Australian heritage.^ This shows that die establishment of the Chinese place in the 

Australian history is taking place.

Ronald T. Takaki, X Afÿror. yj qfAWüWùoW vtmenaz (Boston: Little, Brown & Co.,
] 993); Wing Chung Ng, C&WMge m Kzwonver, 0. fAe furnot q f a n d  fewer 
(Vancouver UBC Press, 1999).

Peter S Li, TTie Chinese Mhwrity in Canada," p.266.

^'ibid.,p267.

^  Jan Ryan, " Chinese Australian History," p.71.

™ The Hon Dr David Kenq), MP, Federal Minister for die Environment aixi Heritage, Ttew Approach to 
Chinese Australian Heritage Places," (Media Release, Enibargo 12 noon, 13 February), text available, 
http://www.ea.EOV.an/miTiister/env/2002/mrl3feb02.htm1
^  The Australian Heritage Commission, Tractrng rAe Dragon -d GuideJbr finding and Arseasing CAinese 
dusiro/ion Heriiage f/dces, available online,
httn:/ywww.ahc.Eov.au/infbres/Dublicatifms/rhmeseberitaEc/trackin2thedraEon/index.btmI
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The Canadian scholars also dedicated to examine the Chinese immigrants' 

reaction to and coping with racial discrimination.^^ In 1987, Ca/mc/mn .ErA/i/c AWiay 

published a special issue "Coping with Racism: The Chinese Experience in Canada".^' 

These studies highlighted the Chinese immigrants' active involvement in fighting against 

the mistreatment rather than viewed them as "victims". In this sense, this literature 

contributed remarkably to the understanding of the Chinese immigrants' settlement

Another notable issue is that a relatively large proportion of the existing literature 

in Canada on Chinese racial issues was produced either by the government or by 

govemment-afBliated organizations, often in the form of commissions, or in-house 

research. An example was the series of Royal Commission inquiries on "Chinese 

question" in 1885, 1902 and 1908.^ The motives of these commissions originally might 

have been generating information to justify and rationalize racism against the Chinese in 

the West Coast, rather than formulating federal policies. Ironically, even though they 

suggested prohibiting Chinese entry, the commissions remain today as the most 

comprehensive testimony of personal and systemic racism against the Chinese.

see abo an Internet Guide, Tbn&irRgfeorcAntg amf X&rgMAig Chinese vtugfra/ian /krüngg 
available online, httoV/www.ahc.pov.au/in&res/Dublicatinnq/cbm^.y'bennipR/tnnlInt/îndex.btml

For exangilc see, Howard Hiroshi Sugimoto, "The Vancouver Riots of 1907: A Canadian Episode," in 
EafT Xcro&r (Ae Hktdrica/ <& Axdoiogic Andiar of fmnwgrodoM Æ ̂ jhni&zdon, (Santa
Barbara, Calif: American Bibliographical Center California Press, 1972); D. R. Hughes and E. Kallen, Zhe 
,fnaio/My ofRociïm. CanodwM Dimenfiong, (Montreal: Harvest-House, 1974); Guang Tian, Chinese 
CuModidnr, Cdnodianr CAin&re. Coping and .ddcpdng in M?riA .dmericn (1999).

Special Issue "Coping with Racism: The Chinese Experience in Canada," Cdnodion EiAruc Awdier, Vol. 
XIX, No. 3 (1987).

^  The three Royal Commission inquiries are: (I) Rqport ofiAe Rqyoi Gonwnkhdn on CAiherg Annwgrohdn 
(Ottawa: Printed by Order of the Commission, 1885); ( ^  Rgwri o f ihe Rqyoi Gonuniwidn on Origniol 
/mmigrofidn (Ottawa: Printed by S.E. Dawson, 1902); (3) Rgwri o f iAg RqyoZ Gonwnirfion vfppoinied io 
fnqwire into iAg AfgiAodr Ay wAicA Origniai foAowrenr Aovg Aggn Thdwcgd io Cbmg io Chnodo (Ottawa: 
Government Printing Bureau, 1908).
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Although Canadian historians continually suggest reassessing discrimination

against Chinese immigrants and the relation between Chinese community and the host

society/^ many Canadians End it hard to talk about immigration because they are a&aid

to be called racists or bigots. A AA3c/ea«'s article about the Canadian immigration policy

published in the early 1990s claimed that:

Nice, Polite, open-minded — Canadians wear these stereotypes of civility like a 
badge of honor. And according to the results of a national poll on attitudes 
towards racial and ethnic minorities ... The Canadian predilection for good 
manners may extend into the murky realm of racism. Of 1,200 people polled by 
Decima Research two-thirds declared that one of the best things about Canada is 
its acceptance of people 6om all races and ethnic backgrounds. At the same time, 
however, more than half of the respondents admitted that they harbor negative 
views of some minorities — even though they insisted that they would never act 
on or express those views.^

As Aprodicio and Eleanor Laquian argued, "[T]he issues of racism and its possible links

to Asian immigration is extremely difficult for Canadians to discuss openly because it

goes against the moral philosophies and ofBcial policies that are considered basic to the

Canadian liberal idea.*^ However, a closer look at the history of Canadian immigration

policies reveals outright racism. K.W. Taylor argued: "Canada's immigration law from

1885 until 1962 was explicitly racist in wording and intent: non-white, non-European

For exanq)le, see Gunter Baureiss, "Ethnic Resilience aikt Discrimination: Two Chinese Communities in 
Canada, " 7%e JbwTwZ qfEtAnic VoLlO, No.l, (1982), pp.69-87; R. A. Httenback, Azctnn mwf
Anpire. iktderr am/ Golbered AMm/grontr in tAe Bn&A Gokn/gr,
(Cornell Univeristy Press, 1976); Richard Thon^son, "Ethnicity Versus Class: AN Analysis of Conflict in 
a North American Chinese Community," EtAnicity, Vol.4, No. 4 (1979), ]g).306-26; Peter S. Li, "Prejudice 
Against Asians in a Canadian City," Canadian EtAnic Vol.ll, No. 2 (1979), pp.70-7; Shelia
McManus, "Mapping die Alberta-Montana Borderlands: Race, Ethnicity and Gender in die Later 19^ 
Centunry," Joama/ qfdmerican ÆtAnic Tfisto?}', VoL 20, No. 3 (2001), pp. 71-88.

Brian Bergman, "A Nation of Polite Bigots?" Maclean 106 (52) (Deceniber 27), 1993, p.42.

^  Aprodicio Laquian and Eleanor Laquian, "Asian Immigration and Racism in Canada — A Search fiar 
Policy Options," in TAe Silent Debate. Xsidn Tnnnigration and ftacinn in Canada, ed. Aprodicio Laquian 
and Eleanor Laquian (Vancouver The University of British Columbia, 1997), p .12.
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immigration was openly discouraged and /or prohibited."^^ In this respect, an 

examination of political history is necessary to fiilly consider the immigrants' experience. 

Thus, the third way that Canadian scholars have ^proached Chinese immigration is 

through political history.

A volume which reflected the interplay of politics, power and ethnicity in 1979, is 

Kwib/e AAnonii&y n/uf fo/iricn/ farricipatioTi. It includes a paper discussing how Chinese 

political associations strove for hanchise, how provincial and federal legislation came 

into practice and the reason why Chinese were discriminated against politically.^^ Most 

Canadian scholarship hom a political perspective concentrated on explaining Chinese 

organizational growth and its influence on the host society.^ An example is from CAmo 

ro Cg/w&z, which examines the public policy and immigration acts on Chinese 

immigration, Chinese organization and association. It places Chinese immigration in a 

wider context by including Chinese issues, such as the political situation in China.

The consideration of immigration policies and racism caimot be dealt with by 

Canadian policies alone. The etqierience of othK receiving countries such as Australia, 

New Zealand and the U.S. provide valuable alternatives.^ During the last half-century.

^  K.W. Taylor, "Racism in Canadian Immigration Policy," CanwAdM ÆiAnic Vol.23, No.l (1991),
p.l.

^  Patricia Roy, "Citizens widiout Votes: East Asians in British Colnmbia, 1872-1947" in Jorgen Dahlie, 
Tissa Fernando, eds., fiAaiciry, power midpo/idcs m Gmioda (Toronto : Methnen, 1981).

™ A specialist in political history of the Chinese is Edgar Wickberg. See Edgar Wickberg, "Some Problems 
in Chinese Organizational Development in Canada, 1923-1937," Canadimi fdwiic 5̂ mdies, Vol. XI, Issue ! 
(1979), p.88; "Chinese and Canadian Influences on Chinese politics in Vancouver, 1900-1947," EC 
.ytwdier, No.45 (Spring 1980), p.37-55; "Chinese Organizations and Ac Canadian Political Progress: Two 
Case Studies" in ÊrAniciO', f  ower ond f  oA'dcs m Cdnodd, ed. Jorgen Dahlie and Tissa Femada (Toronto: 
Methuen, 1981).

Aprodicio and Eleanor Laquian, "Asian Immigration and Racism in Canada," p.21.
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immigration policies in these English-speaking countries have been substantially 

changed. In seeking an understanding of these changes, there are a number of surveys on 

the issue of race and restrictive immigration 6om a political perspective, and particularly 

in American and Australian scholarship since the 1970s. Scholars in New Zealand 

similarly have examined the effect immigration policy changes have had upon Chinese 

immigration since the late I980s.^

Two insightful analyses on immigration and racism are R.A. Huttenback's and 

C.A.Price's volumes.Huttenback provides voluminous evidence srq)porting his view 

of the dominance of racism over British liberal imperial philosophy. He agrees that racist 

motivated laws discriminating against the colored residents of the four countries he 

considers. Similar to Huttenback, Price, in his examination of North America and 

Australia, argues that notions of racial superiority were partly responsible for die 

opposition to Asian immigration, whereas, the degree of cultural difference between 

Asians and the white settlers should also be noted. In general, these two volumes called 

for more investigation on the Alices behind changing immigration policies.

More recent studies 6om Constance Backhouse contributed to Canadian 

scholarship on this subject In a 1994 article. Backhouse presents a documented case 

study of a discriminatory statute passed in Saskatchewan in 1924 restricting the r i^ ts  of 

Chinese-Canadians in order to show how the legal institution has played a key role in

J. Foot et aL, Aferwüwwz/ owf fAe Æew Zeo&imf Ecomomiy. ^  feMpectrve
(Wellington: Victoria University Press fw the Institute of Policy Studies, 1988); W. Kasper, fcpukte or 
LongwirAF KetAWAig A/mv ZeoZmwf f  AwMigroAbn foAcy (Wellington: New Zealand Business Roundtable, 
1990); &i^prise Auckland, Anmigrgntr. Economic oW Eocidf (Auckland: Enterprise 
Auckland, Auckland Marketing, 1996).

R.A. Hutknback, Rocwm onJ Empire. IPAiie Ecüierf and Colored fmmigronA in iAe EniûA 
goveming Colonies, IdjO-lPld. (lAaca: Cornell university Press, 1976); C.AJPrice, TAe Creoi BAiie l^hlk 
are Eadi. Eeriricdve Imnugroddn io A/briA Xmerica andXurirolio, (Canberra: Australian
Institute of International Af&irs in association with Australian National University Press, 1974).
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creating and maintaining racial stereotypes.^^ She points out that the '\vhite women's 

labour law" was originally intended to prohibit Chinese men j&om participating &eely in 

the economic and social communities in which they lived. The deep causes of racial 

discrimination came &om economic Actors. By using historical case studies, 

Backhouse's work in 1999,^  ̂together with James Walker's J&ice, Zaw m

rAe Ccwt CoModn. JfümrfcoZ Cofe further demonstrates that racism

both influenced lawmaking by legislators and judges and was influenced by economic 

factors.^ Although these two volumes received some critical reviews, at least they 

opened up "the silent debate" on issues related to Asian immigration and racism, which 

was described in Debase.' Anam Afm^atzo/i awf Jfacü/M m Co/iada.^^

As an important scholarly contribution to the exploration of inter-ethnic relations 

and policy options, A/gmt Debate is a work pubhshed by the Institute of Asian 

Research at the University of British Columbia. Comprised of twenty p^ers originally 

presented at a 1997 Vancouver Confluence on racism and immigration, this work gathers 

research by geographers, sociologists, political scientists, economists, and immigration 

specialists. It contributes to a greater understanding of immigration issues leading to a 

more tolerant and mutually respectful society in B.C. and Canada. More importantly, this 

volume suggests discussing racism and immigration 6om both the perspective of Canada

^  Constance Backhouse, "White Female Help and Chinese-Canadian Enyloyeis: Race, Class, Gender and 
Law in the Case of Yee...," Gamnfnm JAfdkr, Vol. 26, Issue 3 (1994), pp.34-53.

^  Constance Badrhouse, Cb/or-Gtnfgd.' ,4 Lego/ Hü/ory qfRocism w Canada, 7900-I9J0 (Tmonto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1999).

^  James Walker, /(aee, JfigAts and iAe Law in iAe Court of Canada. Historica/ Cose .9tia6gs
(Waterloo: The Osgoodc Society for Canadian Legal History and Wil&id Laurier University Press, 1997).

95 Aprodicio and Eleanor Laquian, "Asian Immigration and Racism in Canada," p.21.
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as a receiving country, and 6om the perspective of the Asian countries of origin.^ In the 

case of Chinese immigration, there are not many North American scholars who consider 

the issues &om the viewpoint of China's politics.^ However, a &esh perspective is 

provided in L. Eve Armentrout Ma's jZevoWmfmriea, AfoMorcAü&y, ;

CAin&yg fPf f This work concerns itself

with general issues around diaspora politics. Ma argued that Chinese communities in the 

Americas (Ma's treatment includes Mexico and Peru as well as the United States and 

Canada) began to be pohticized in the last decade of the nineteenth century. In particular, 

the Chinese Revolution of 1911 played an important role in immigrants changing 

response to their environment. In sum, Ma's study and the existing literature on Chinese 

immigration 6om political perspective suggests that much work remains in this area.^ 

One of the most common forms of racism that visible minorities continue to 

encounter in Canada is discrimination in the labour market. The earliest attenq)ts at 

restricting Chinese immigration were partly stimulated by sudden increases in the number 

of Chinese participating in gold rushes. Numbers, alone, however, cannot explain the 

reactioiL The policies were in reqwnse to economic factors and class struggle between

%Shirley Chan, Toreword," in A/gnt Dehoig. Xf ion ZwMigraüoM aW Aacüm in Canadh, xiv.

As mentioned before on page 20, a volume Aat includes Chinese political situation is from C%ma io 
Canada.

^ L. Eve Armentrout Ma, f  gvo/adbnangs, AfoTwrcAüA, aTwf CAina/owms. CAmasg foAdcs m t*g v4mgncas 
and iAg 7P77 f  gvofadbn (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1990).

^  It should be noted here that in the United States, some political historians once were interested in viewing 
Asian immigration as an international problem aixl reharing it to foreign relations. This might be called 
diplomatic history. See Payson Treat, Jrgnm and (Ag United Aates, J , (Stanford, 1928);
Thomas A. Bailey, TAgodbrg foosgveir and tAg diÿnzngsg-,4mgrican CWrü. vfn dccount o f iAg Iniemaiionai 
Consggagnces y4rising^om iAg facg ProAiem on iAg Paci/rc Goasi, (Stanford, 1934).

Gillian Creese, "Organizing Against Racism in die Workplace: Chinese Workers in Vancouver Before 
die Second World War," Canadian fiAnic Audrey, VoL XIX, No. 3 (1987), pp J5-46.
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business interests and working class. The Chinese hrst came as contract labourers in the 

context of booms in Canadian hontier economies. Clearly, without Chinese labour, the 

completion of the CPR would have been delayed with the possible result of B.C.'s 

secession, and many industries in British Columbia not have been developed.^* '̂ To 

further explore the role Chinese immigrants played in Canadian economy, scholars took 

the approach &om the view of labour history.

In the nineteenth century the Chinese held many occiq)ations and were involved 

in industries such as hshing, milling, lumbering, mining, gardening (huit and vegetable), 

domestic service, laundry and cooking. From 1880 to 1885, a large number of Chinese 

immigrants engaged in building the Canadian PaciGc Railway. However, they were 

always in the lower section of the labour market and monopolized specihc occupations 

for which it was next to impossible to secure white labour.T hus, the discussion on 

Chinese labourers is mainly around the issues how they were employed, why they were 

discarded, the relation between Canadian immigration policy towards the Chinese and the 

need for cheap labour. These studies are characterized by their emphasis on the

Gunter Baureiss, " Chinese Inmngratkm, Chinese Stereotypes, and Onnesc Labour," Canadran ErAmic 
VoL XIX, No. 3, (1987), pJ25.

Peter S. Li, "A Historical Approach to Ethnic StratiGcation: The Case of the Chinese in Canada, 1858- 
1930," ChrwM&g» omf jfnrAMpotogy, Vol. 16, No.3 (1979), pp320-332.

Voluminous literature can be found on such discussion, see lames S. Woodworth, wrtArn Ow
Cotes, or CoTMWg Chnodion (Toronto: F.C. Stq)hci«on, Methodist Mission, 1909); John Munro, "British 
Columbia and the Chinese Evil: Canada's First Anti-Asiatic Law," Jb«77kz/ o f OzmnAon jhoüa, VoL6 
(1971), pp.42-51; Anthony Chan, Chap. 3 "Bachelor Workers" in CoW AfbwUüôi, pp.38-47; Paul Yee, " 
The Chinese in British Columbia's Salmon Camnng Industry," in G.Chu eL al (ed.), 7ho/reno61e Eioe. ,4 
CAingse <& CanaÆon vtntAo/ogy, (VaiKouver: Chinese Canadian Writers Workshop, 9-11.1979);
Chap 4, " Rising White Opposition" in Edgar Wichberg eds, from CAmo to Gaoodo, pp.31-40; Jin Tan, 
"Chinese Labour and the Reconstituted Social Order of British Columbia, " Canodron EtArwc 5̂ t«digr, VoL 
XDC, No.3, (1987), pp.68-88.
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coalescence of racism and "capitalism" in the fashioning of a segmented labour 

market" '̂*

Because the situation of Chinese workers was similar in Canada and the U.S., 

both Canadian and American historians' views do not vary much over time. As early as 

1909, Mary Coolidge had given her insigjhtful investigation on the competition between 

the Chinese and the whites in California. She argued that Chinese immigrants could not 

compete with the whites at all because of various limitations and discrimination. In 

addition, the fluidity of Chinese labour and the patient nature, capability of Chinese 

people also decided that they did not concern about the competition, whereas they took 

any other jobs available. Since then, historians have long agreed with Coolidge's 

argument and just provided more detailed evidence. A more in-depth analysis is Peter S 

Li's CAm&ye in Canodla. Li points out that Chinese were pushed out of "core" 

occupations into marginal ones because of the racial hostility. He argues that the marginal 

position in Canadian society of the Chinese who were brought here to 611 labour 

shortages was maintained through institutional racism. The Chinese largely engaged in 

laundry and restaurant business because these occupations did not compete with white 

labour. In the recent works of Donald H. Avery, Chinese labour history in Canada is 

given a brief insightful survey. Avery convincingly argued that because the Chinese 

workers were first "imported" in a contract system they were cast in a long period of 

indentured labour with little opportunity for independent action. "They were a pawn in

Rennie Waiburton, "The Workingmen's Protective Association, Victoria, B.C., 1878: Racism, 
Intersectionality and Status Politics," Labour, VoL 43 (Spring 1999), p. 107.

Mary Coolidge, Chwzesg /mnwgro/wn, pp.389-400.
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this fierce con&ontation between capital and labonr."^°^ As far as the literature reviewed

in this paper, there is no other argument challenging this view.

In terms of the contribution of Chinese labour to Canadian economy, various

works have mentioned the Chinese immigrants' contribution to the CPR construction.

Indeed the CBC website reinforces the point made in the scholarship:

As well as seekers after gold, they were builders of the daunting B.C. section of 
the Canadian Pacific Railway; 700 of them died in the process. The 17,000 
Chinese who helped build the railway were paid half as much as white workers.
.. .The Chinese were tolerated when they were a useful source of che^  labour. 107

On the one hand, this reflects that the Chinese contribution to the national railway has 

been conûrmed and widely accepted. On the other hand, as American scholarship has 

done, it suggests that further exploring needs to be conducted on their participation in 

some other Aontier economy such as Sshing, canning and agriculture, plus particular 

"Chinese type business" — laundry and restaurant business, a point recognized at the 

CBC website.^"^

In this era of discrimination, many Chinese created opportunities for self  ̂
employment. Family-run businesses, such as restaurants and laundries, sprang up 
both in small towns and in the Chinatowns that had emerged in the bigger cities 
across Canada. These small businesses became havens R)r Chinese people, both to 
operate and to work in.

Donald H. Avery, AgfwcAznr Awf. Gonadü a /kaponae (o AMrnwgranT IPbrker;, 7&P6-AW (Toronto: 
MacClelland & Stewart Inc., 1995)

107 Kelly Haggart, CBC news online, httpV/cbc.ca/news/indeoth/cbinese/mihtml

™ Some book-lengdi volumes are Reusing on various Chinese workers' occupations. For exangile, 
Suncheng Chan, CAtngrg m Colÿômia ,4gncuAwre (Berkeley and Los Angeles:
University of CaliAmia Press, 1986); Paul C. P. Siu, CAùKSg ZanmAyTwzn. ^  qf Sdcidl Aoloüon 
(New York: New York University Press, 1987); Renqiu Yu, 7b Sovg CAwwz, to Sbvg OuMgfvgs.- 7%g 
CAingsg Abwf ImwdTy Xl/roncg ofNgw Pb;* (Philadelphia, 1992); Lging Zhu, CAomce.- 7%g
CAûigag On TAg Roc^ A/bwnAzô: Môiôig fromAer (Niwot, Colo.: University Press of Colorado, 1997). 
Some journal articles in Canadian scholarship, sec Paul Yee, "The Chinese in British Colurnbia's Salmon 
Canning Industry," in G.Chu et. al (ed.), TnaAeMoh/g Tücg. yf CAmerg Japonese Cbrnzdrbn /InrAoIogy, 
(Vancouver: Chhiese Canadian Writers Workshop, 9-11. 1979).

Kelly Haggart, CBC news online, httpV/cbc.ca/news/indepth/chinese/mierants3.html
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Why did this particular type of business "spring up" among Chinese immigrants? Why 

did the Chinese remain and develop business in their ethnic ghettos? Such questions 

brought scholars to the face of Chinatown — to some extent, the Chinese "enclave".

Chinese immigration history is closely linked to the development of Chinatowns. 

As a social-geographical dwelling area of Chinese immigrants, Chinatown was once 

regarded by the white community as a segregated, mysterious ghetto of prostitution, 

gambling, opium-smoking and other vices. Nevertheless, today's Chinatown farms one 

of the most distinctive landscapes within North American cities. The huge changes of 

Chinatown have raised great interest among geogr^hers and historians. Thus the hfth 

prevailing perspective on Chinese immigration is urban history through which Chinatown 

is examined.

A classic study is D.Y. Lai's CArwrioww." Tbxw wirAm Cüras in Lai

sets up a stage-development model to clarify the evolution of Chinatowns and presents a 

vivid portrait of them. In the view of Lai, old Chinatowns were historically "original 

residential shelters"; they served as an economic base far those Chinese people to make a 

living, functioned as home to support the workers in an alien environment. Lai also traces 

the origin of Chinese irmnigrants and revealed the importance of clan network both in 

their departure and settlement. But more of his emphases lie in Chinatowns' geographical 

locations and demographic features. From a territorial and ecological standpoint, Lai's 

work remains a classic study. However, Lai does not point out the nature of social 

segregation of Chinatown. The answer can be 6)und in K.J. Anderson's Vancouver

' David Chenyuan Lai, CAôwZowvK. Tbvw» wiAm Cfiieg in Cümada (Vancouver: Univasity of Biitish 
Columbia Press, 1988).
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CAiMafowM. Anderson differs with Lai when she argues that the Chinatowns do not exist 

as "extension of an innate 'Chineseness'"; they have been "created" by host societies in 

Western countries as a device to contain Chinese populations. She observes that, whether 

the Chinese were being vilified or praised, they were being classihed on the basis of race, 

which, she argues, is wrong.^ '̂ Although these two volumes are 6om different 

perspectives, Chinese and Western, they represent an approach that stresses the formation 

of Chinese enclaves in response to discriminatory Canadian conditions."^ The 

combinations of these two works provide a comprehensive view of Chinatown in Canada, 

hom the creation, evolution, and function. They are also seen as classic studies in 

Amaican scholarship. A young generation's view has been influenced by these two 

studies.

Some American historians addressed Chinatown's signihcance hom a difkrent 

perspective. Min Zhou argued that Chinatown was an immigrant enclave widi strong 

socioeconomic potential for channeling immigrant Chinese into the mainstream U.S. 

society."^ She built up an enclave-economy model to interpret New York City's 

Chinatown hom ethnic business perspective, and thus challenged Lai's argument that 

Chinatown will distgipear ova^ time. 23iou suggests that ethnic business in Chinatown 

could be promoted and developed and Chinatown should exist as a potential for urban

' ' ' Kay J. Anderson, KamcowvgrCAfaafowM. /kcW  Dircowrrg Gamodla (McGill-Queen's
University Press, 1991), p.3.

' Some journal articles on Chinatowns in Canada, see Gunter Baureiss, " Ethnic Resilience and 
Discrimination: Two Chinese Communities in Canada," JAeJou/noZqfJEtAwc VoL 10, No.l,
(1982) pp.69-87; Gunter Baureiss and Leo Driedger, " Wirmgreg Chinatown: Demographic, Ecological and 
Organizational Change, 1900-1980," Urhnn fRfrory ReWew, VoL 10, NoJ, (1982), pp.l 1-24; Kwok B. 
Chan, "Ethnic Urban Space, Urban Displacement and Forced Relocation: The Case of Chinatown in 
MontreaL" Chnwfran ErAnic SWies, VoL 18, No.2 (1986), pp.65-78; Richard Thongison, Toronto's 
C/unotown: T%e CAon^rhg Orgaarzatron of on EtAarc Coaoa natty (New York AMS Press, 1989).

' Min Zhou, CAraatowa. T%e Eocroecoaoauc EoteatzaZ o f aa Urhaa EacZave, (Philadelphia: Terrple 
University Press, 1992), XVn.
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economic growth. Lai approaches the subject 6om a landscape perspective, whereas 

Zhou sets up an economic model with less emphasis on architecture. Indeed, the old 

Chinatowns established in early period have become tourist sites rather than enclaves.

Generally, the works focusing on Chinatowns reflect a keen awareness of the 

culture, language and relevant issues regarding Chinese groups in Canadian society.

Summary

Chinese immigration to the British colonies was inextricably entwined with the 

bitter experience of Chinese labour &om the mid-nineteenth century to the 1930s in the 

complex political, economic, racist and ideological contexts. The fictional personiGcation 

of "John Chinaman" stereotyped the Chinese either as indigent coolies destined for 

economic exploitation or as passive victims of racial violaice. By examining the Chinese 

experience in the British Columbia and the Canadian west, scholars have generally told a 

dark story of oppression.

In terms of the approaches that Canadian scholars have taken to Chinese 

immigration, the Gve perspectives identiGed here include social, ethnic, political, labour, 

and urban historical perspectives. There is no exact boundary of each approach employed 

by scholars. Some of them intersect each other. For example, influenced by ethnic 

studies, historians in die domain of labour history are concerned about and try to criticize 

racist hostility within die working class. Chinese immigration was used as an example to 

criticize the exploitative labour market at the turn of twentieth century.

Historians' views are changing over time. However, the main theme throughout 

the whole scholarship is the discrimination towards the Chinese and the assimilation of 

the Chinese immigrants into the host society. All the three generations of scholars.
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despite their differing perspectives, regard discrimination as very important m the 

Chinese experience in Canada. By contrast, Chinese scholars are concerned with 

questions of homeland loyalty which manifests themselves in ideology, theory, and 

public policy in both Mainland China and Taiwan. To one point, as L. Ling-chi Wang 

argued, both the assimilation paradigm used in Western countries and the loyalty 

paradigm used in China are chauvinistic and ethnocentric. Both are highly 

institutionalized and structurally integrated into the legal, political, economic, and 

cultural systems of their respective countries, sustained by their respective dominant 

ideologies."^

In general, the Chinese history in Canada has been well studied. Canadian 

scholarship has contributed more in the domain of social history and urban history 

compared to the scholarship elsewhere in British colonies. However, despite the similar 

situation that the Chinese con&onted in the U.S., there are still some gaps between 

Canadian and American scholarship. For example, the erqrerience of Chinese women in 

Canada remains almost untouched. By contrast, it has been given lots of attention in 

American scholarship, perlugrs somehow associated with the increasing academic 

interests on womai studies in the U.S.

In the case of the Chinese in Australia and New Zealand, the scholarship does not 

mart a large proportion of these two rrations' academic activity. However, the non- 

Chinese are more likely to be aware of the involuntary role played by Chinese settlers in 

the evolution of Australian national identity through racism and the "White Australia" 

policy. The impact of anti-Chinese law and discriminatory behavior, particularly issues 

regarding Chinese labour has been told. In short, less researched is the basis in Chinese

114 L. Ling-Chi Wang, "The Structure of Dual Domination," p.l55.
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culture and history of such practices as work habits, the non-emigration of women and 

returns to China that were often the pretexts for anti-Chinese prejudice and actions. The 

assessment of the Chinese experience in New Zealand is characterized by its concern on 

new Chinese business in New Zealand's economy.

As a whole, the existing scholarship in aU these four countries has shed h ^ t  on 

the different aspects of Chinese migration and their experience in the host society. By all 

means Chinese immigration into Canada was, and still is, part of a larger regional and 

then global movement of the Chinese population outside of China. Thus, in order to 

better understand changing Chinese occupational patterns in Canada, the following 

chapter will examine how Chinese immigration to Canada was a faction of this global 

movement and how the immigration process was related to the homeland situation.
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Chapter II

A Brief History of Chinese Immigration to Canada: 1858-1923
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The greatest waves of Chinese emigration began in the second half of the 19'*' 

century with more than two million people moving from their homeland to the Malay 

peninsula, Indochina, Sumatra, Java, the Phihppines, Hawaii, the West Indies, America, 

Canada and Australia. ' These nineteenth-century migrations represented a new stage in 

the long history of Chinese emigration. The Chinese who came to Canada were one of the 

branches of this much larger migration stream.

The first wave of Chinese immigration to North America took a most dramatic 

farm with the discovery of gold in the 1850s when numerous Chinese people rushed into 

California and British Columbia.**  ̂Most of the Chinese immigrants in Canada came 

from Guangdong province in South China.* Except for a few years after the arrival of 

the Chinese in 1858, anti-Chinese sentiments were widespread along the west coast in the 

late lO**" century. Eventually, the Canadian government passed the prohibitory 

immigration act against Chinese immigration in 1923. The experience of early Chinese 

immigrants has long been told as one of tragedy and determinatiorL

What was the nature of Chinese immigration to Canada? Why did die immigrants 

hom Guangdong province outnumber those &om other regions of China? Why did 

immigrants continue to come to Canada despite the restrictive immigration policy? By 

examining late imperial China's economy, politics, culture and foreign relations and in

Lynn fan, Sow ofrAe fel/ow Æ??(peror; .4 Æyro/y ofrAe CAinwe Dfwponz (New Yoik Kodansha 
America Inc, 1990), p.43.

Mary Coolidge, CAware /mmzgro/ion (New York: H. Holt and Conq)any, 1909), p.l7. See also Geof&ey 
Sherington, /(wfroAo f VmongranA. (Sydney: George Allen & Unwin Australia Pty ltd, 1980),
p.65.

' Edgar Wickberg, eds, from CArno to Cünodü. Hktory of/Ae C%ôie$e Commwnidw in Conodü 
(McClelland and Stewart Limited The Canadian Publishers, 1982), p.3.
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particular, South China's circumstance during the late 19^ century, this chapter will 

address the background and reason for this vast emigration. This chapter will also look at 

the socioeconomic climate as well as labour and immigration policy in Canada at the time 

of arrival to set the context h)r Chinese immigration.

Context for Emigration and Inunigration

Chinese emigration can be divided broadly into two historical phases according to 

which groups emigrated and what motivated them to go abroad. Before the nineteenth 

century, Kejia (Hokkie) and Chaozhou (Teochiu) religious pilgrims, merchants and 

artisans predominated among the migrant groups. From the early nineteenth century 

onward, Cantonese labourers played a prominent part in the emigration.

From 1840 to 1900 ^proximately more than two million Chinese went abroad."^ 

Such a vast flow was of great historical signihcance. As Kerby Miller pointed out in his 

analysis of Irish immigration to North America, "emigration was at once a barometer of 

the economic and social changes taking place on both sides of the Atlantic and itself a 

m^or determinant of the modem shapes of North American and Irish societies."^^ Mass 

anigration 6om China also immediately reflected bad times at home as well as good and 

new opportunities abroad.

The late Qing dynasty (1840-1911) in China was a period of drastic 

transformation as a result of wars with European countries, political reforms, uprisings

Sucheng Chan, CAinag in (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1986), p.8.

Sing-wu Wang, 7%g Organrzatron o fCAôzegg iwfA ^^gcio/ Kg/^enog to
CAineiïg EmigratioM to yfastroAo (San Francisco: Chinese Materials Center, INC., 1978), p.l 1.

Kerby A. Miller, fmzgrontY omf Err/es. frg&OKf tAg AirA EzorAw to NbrtA 4mgrico (New York &
Ox&rd: Oxford University Press, 1985), p.3.
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and great changes in intellectual, social and economic life. The problems were also 

compounded by natural calamities of unprecedented proportions, including droughts, 

famines, floods, and exacerbated by government neglect of public works. By 1800 the 

foundations of the Qing Empire had been badly weakened by the administrative 

inefBciency, intellectual irresponsibility, widespread comgrtion, and cangraigns against 

secret societies. After the Opium War (1839-1842), the economy further declined as a 

series of "unequal treaties" were imposed on China. The Opium War introduced a 

century of humiliation for the Chinese people. However, the war did not shock the

Chinese people into realizing their backwardness. The Qing government refused to 

acknowledge China's military political inferiority. It was not until the 1860s that the 

government began the restoration and "Self-Strengthening Movement". Nonetheless, its 

understanding of the West was limited; the movement 6iled to renovate China.^^ The 

dynasty was waning under the old order.

Consequently, economic tensions, military defeats at Western hands, anti-Manchu 

sentiments and a population explosion all combined to produce widespread unrest, 

especially in the south. Hosea B. Morse, a scholarly English chronicler stated in his 

writing that in the fourteen years after 1821, "thae had not been one prospaous year; 

inundations, droughts, famines, risings, insurrections, and other calamities were

Immanuel C.Y. Hsu, (New York; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995),
pp.126-127.

ibid, p. 192.

ibid, p. 193.

Ranbir Vohra, fotA to Afbdgrnrzaüon. //ktoncoZ Aevfew From f f 00 to tAe Fresani
(Englewood CliSs, New Jersey: Prendce-Hall, Inc., 1987), p.76-81.
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constantly occurring in one province or another".Southern China, the last area to yield 

to the Qing conquerors, was the first to be exposed to Western influence. During the 

eighty-five years preceding China's opening to the West in 1842, Guangzhou (Canton) 

was the only port open to foreign trade. Inunanuel Hsu has argued that "[t]he Chinese 

attitude toward foreign trade was an outgrowth of their tributary mentality. It postulated 

that the boimtifid Middle kingdom had no need for things foreign, but that the benevolent 

emperor allowed trade as a mark of favour to foreigners and as a means of retaining their 

grat i tude".As a result. Canton had grown into a metropolis controlling most of China's 

trade. In the meantime, the separation of peasants hom the land was increasing and 

numbers of labourers were g rowing.The  6rming population in nearby agricultural 

areas was drawn to Canton to seek employment as porters, compradors, and boatmen and 

other forms of labour related to the trade. Those working people of coastal province 

were brought into regular contact with foreign-bound ships and persons presenting 

opportunities to go abroad.

A series of intanal iqnisings, including the Taiping Rebellion (1851-64) and the 

Red Tuiban uprisings (1854-1864), highlighted the economic desperation. A leader of a 

rebel band in western Guangdong province explained why he and his followers had 

joined a revolt:

Quoted in Loren W. Fessier, eds., (conyilcd by China Tnstitnte in America, Inc), in vimerica.
fo r t  CAanging Anesgni (New York Vantage Press, 1983), p.21.

Jonathan D. Spence, . ÿ e o r c A Atbdem CAino (New York: Norton, 1999), p.239.

Hsu, ofMbdem CAino, p. 142.

June Mei, " Socioeconomic Origins of Emigration: Guangdong to Cali&mia, 1850 to 1882," in Lucie 
Cheng and Edna Bonacich eds, Labor Jmnugroribn Ghder Gapzm/inn. Arzon M̂ brAerr zzz rbo Uhzigd 
be/brg IfbrW IFor//(Berkeley, University of California Press, 1984), p.219.

'^ibid,p.219.
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Owing to a succession of rainy seasons, the farmers were unable to save the crops, 
and we had no capital for our business, so that people of all occupations were 
obliged to join the bandits. We came into the west province seeking a place to 
remain, when we met fellow-townsmen in the same trouble as ourselves. So that 
we were forced to become bandits to save ourselves 6om starvation.

As Loren Fessier argued, "[Fjor many a villager on the South China coast in those years,

the most likely chance of saving himself and family from starvation may have lain in one

of two risky choices: allegiance to, and service under, a rebel leader, or migration to, and

possibly indentured service in, a foreign land".

Until 1893, Qing's law prohibited Chinese 6om going overseas and if they did

go, they were threatened widi severe punishment on their return. However, after the

Opium War (1842), a series of treaties that Qing government signed with western

countries allowed the "coolie trade" or the trafficking of contract laborers.^^  ̂Britain and

China signed the Treaty of Nanjing (Nanking) in 1842 by which "their [British and

Chinese] respective subjects...should enjoy full security and protection for their persons

and their property within the Dominions of the other". Although emigration was not

opady allowed, in 1860 China passed a law which stated, "[Cjhinese choosing to take

service in die British Colonies or other parts beyond the sea, are at pafect liberty to enter

into engagements with British subjects Air that purpose, and to sh^  themselves and their

Quoted 6om Loien W. Fessier, îm vtmenca, p21. Oiigmal source is 6om Gongquan Xiao,
Æwrg/ CAwa. CbMtw/ w tAe MmetegR/A ^Seattle: Universi^ of Washington Press, 1960).

Loren W. Fessier, CAûzese in Xmenco, p.21.

Guangwu Wang, CAinu on4 iAe CAineae Overseas (Singapore: Times Academic Press, 1991), p.243.

Zhu Guohong, CAine^e Emigra Aon. .4 f&ioricaZ of iAe /niemaAono/ AfigraAon (Shanghai: Fudan
University Press, 1994), p .l43 .:^5 l^ ,

™ 7%e Treoty of Aonhng, (Nanking, August 29,1842). Text available online hUp;//TiankTnF.com/
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families on board any British vessel at any of the open ports of China."^^  ̂In 1868 the 

Burlingame Treaty between China and the United States recognized, "[T]he inherent and 

inalienable right of man to change his home and allegiance[sic], and also the mutual 

advantage of hee migration and emigration of their citizens and subjects, respectively, 

Èom the one country to the other, for purposes of curiosity, of trade, or as permanent 

res idents" /At the same time, the foreigners in the open ports encouraged the Chinese 

to emigrate overseas. The tide of Chinese emigration thus became a flood beyond the 

power of the government to control.

Aside horn the millions of Chinese people who migrated to Southeast Asia, large 

numbers of them poured into the New World. According to Confiician thought, the 

social philosophy emphasized a person's moral commitment and concrete responsibihty 

to the cosmos, to the community, family, fellow human beings, and to oneself "The 

doctrine of piety refers in general to conscientiousness in the performance of duties 

naturally owed to one's parents in particular and otho" relatives more generally."^ Thus, 

it was seen as unGlial behavior for a son to leave his ancestral home and aged parents 5)r 

any prolonged length of time. Therefore, each emigrant made the journey in the 

anticipation of bettering their krtunes and usually widi the hope of making an impressive 

return to the ancestral village. This kind of migration was called "sojourning." Chinese

Charles J. McClain, /a o f f A a  CAiaere ArKgg/g ogaimsi DrscnmmoüoM Mag/gga/A- 
cgafwry Xaignco (Berkeley, CaliC: University of CahAmia Press, 1994), p.30.

/(cyaf Commùfioa, (1902), p315.

Chinese migration to Southeast Asia and Chinese identity in Southeast Asia have been well studied. See 
Ar example, Guangwu Wang, CArau uad lAe CAiaasg Ovgrseos (Singapore: Times Academic Press, 1991).

Lee-Beng Chua, fjycAn-sociu/ vtdapkrAda aad /Ag Afigoarag of,4cAzgvea:gai CAraarg Vazrazgma A, 
(New York: LFB Scholarly Publishing LLC, 2002), p.27.

ibid, p.29.
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migrants had a tradition of sojourning, especially those who went to Southeast Asia/'^^ 

However, in the eyes of Canadian policymakers, such a tradition was seen as a barrier to 

assimilation and led to anti-Chinese policies.

From an immigrant's point of view, Canada was open for business in the mid

nineteenth century. During the peak immigration years, 1846 to 1854, over 400,000 

people set sail &om Britain for British North America.'^' When China conhonted the 

most dramatic turmoil in history, Canada was experiencing the r^ id  growth of a new 

hontier economy. It was not until 1849 that Britain formally established the colony of 

Vancouver Island in order to maintain sovereignty in the West. The fur trade controlled 

by the Hudson's Bay Company (HBC) was the dominant industry. The settlers were 

mainly 6om Britain and the British Isles. The Fraser River gold rush of 1858 changed 

drastically (he character of the region. Between April and September of that year, as 

many as 30,000 people arrived in the region, among them American, European and 

Chinese men as well as a small number of women. The economy of British Columbia 

was not quite stable in the decades of gold rushes. The population and economic activity

For a discussion on "sojourning" see Guangwu Wang, "Sojourning: The Chinese E:g)enence in 
Southeast Asia," in Anthony Reid ed, Sq/owmem and Sefderr. Æstories of JoutAeostdsia and tAe CAinese 
(Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 1996), pp.1-14; Yuen-fbng Woon, "The Voluntary Sojourner among the 
Overseas Chinese: Myth or Real%?" VoL 56, Issue 4 (Winter, 1983-1984), pp.673-690;
Andicmy Chan, "The Myth of the Chinese Sojourner in Canada", in K. Victor Ujimoto and Gordon 
Hirabayashi «Is., Fkzhle Minondar and Middcidiura/ùm. dsians in Cdnodd (Toronto, Ontario: 
Butterworth and Conq)any Canada Limited, 1980), pp.33-42; Paul Siu, "The Sojourner", dmencan Jbwmai 
qf&cio/ogy, Vol 58, Issue 1 (July, 1952), pp.34-^.

Valerie Knowles, Jirangerr oi Owr Gatar.' Canadian Jmndgraiibn and Jhunigradon Foiity, J540-J990 
(Toronto & Oxford: Dundum Press, 1992), pp.43-44.

James Morton, Jh The 5̂ aa of Aariia Afdunroins. The CAinara in RrdirA CoiumAid (Vancouver J.J. 
Douglas Ltd. 1974), pp.1-4.

ibid, p.4.
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intensively increased when a new held was discovered, but declined quickly as the 

mining area petered out. Other industries, such as agriculture and lumbering, expanded to 

meet local needs. The lumber industiy, like coal-mining, also developed an export trade, 

and by the 1870s it was rq)lacing gold as the economic base of British Columbia.''^ Thus 

by the late 1800s, there were more economic opportunities along the western coast. The 

population was booming; technological advances were opening new resources; 

transportation developments were reducing the "hiction of distance" and making goods 

cheaper and more readily available; new regional landscapes were beginning to take 

form. British Columbia had become the destination A>r men and women who sought new 

opportunities and better life.̂ ^  ̂At the same time, British culture, created by the 

overwhelmingly British population, dominated the whole country. A sense of racial 

uniqueness -  Anglo-Saxon -  was developed throughout Canada which made the 

settlement of Asian and many other "coloured" immigrants more difGcult.^^

Scholars generally agree that, on the one hand, the demand in British Columbia 

and other western territories far labour was the most important motivation for Chinese 

immigration. '̂*  ̂The Chinese were needed 6)r mining, canning, lumbering and other 

labour requirements in the honder communities. On the other hand, Chinese emigrants

Patricia E. Roy, Avwwe.' .BrüüA Go/wmAM f oAüciorK owf CAimeae OTMf
/mmfgroMZr, (Vancouver: Univcrsi^ of British Cohimbia Press, 1989), p.3.

Dirk Hoerder, Oeatnig &oc;g(ief. AwmgnzmrZivg; A: Gzwn&z (Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Qneen's 
University Press, 1999), p.206.

Robert A Huttenback, Anan /bwMfgratioM gwestroM Ai Recenr CÜMWnzM TAsto/y — Occasio/wf 
f «yer Ab. /  on m AWono/ wwf fntgmoAbna/ AsMar (Halifax: St Mary's university, 1977), p. 1.

See Peter S Li, CAinesg in Cünodb, (Toronto: Osfbrd University Press Canada, 1988), p.9; Anthony 
Chan, Go&f Afbwniain. The Chinese in the iVew (Vancouver: new Star Book, 1983), p.45; Edgar
Wickberg eds, from Chinn to Cbnodh, p. 19; K. J. Anderson, Poncowver s Chinniown. Racial DAconrse in 
Canada, 187^-7980 (McGill-Queen's University Press, 1991).
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6om Taishan County in Guangdong Province and its neighbors in the Pearl River delta 

were particularly attracted and encouraged by the tales of wealth in America.

It was Taishan, a tiny district of Guangdong in southern China that hrst responded 

to the news of the discovery of gold in California. It remained for the Taishanese and 

those in the nearby areas to be dominant in a steady stream of emigration to Canada.'^ It 

is necessary to examine this region's resources, industries, occiqiations of the people, and 

the customs to understand why the Taishanese — while few hom other parts of China —

o  i l l  $
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Figuie 2.1 Map of Taishan County in Guangdong Province. 
Source: Taishan Zhaoshang Wang, www.Edts.20V.cn

' fro/M CAifMZ fo Gunndd, p.7.
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chose to emigrate to North America.

As one of 98 districts in the province of Guangdong, Taishan is a well-known 

(emigrant homeland) of the Chinese who went abroad. From the early 

decades in 19*" century onwards, the Taishanese always suffered from the pressure of the 

limited food supply and natural disasters. From 1851 to 1908, Taishan experienced 14 

floods, 7 hurricanes, 4 earthquakes, 2 droughts, 4 plagues and 5 famines. In order to 

contend for the limited land, "armed hghting" often hrqipened between villagers. The 

longest "armed hghting" lasted 14 years hom 1854 to 1868 between local settlers (turen) 

and migrants horn other provinces (kejia ren), was so-called twAe xredow (armed 

Gghting).'^* According to the C%rxi ATo/izAi (C%ix; GuzeAe), "[D]ue to the mAe xWow, 

about 10,000 people were dead or fled away".*^  ̂Some twenty thousand c^tives were 

escorted to Hong Kong and Macao to be sold as "coolies" and about ten thousand 

Taishanese chose to go abroad in the 1870s.*^^

Althou^ agriculture was the main means of subsistence for Taishanese, the 

handicraft industries such as iron casting and textiles played signiGcant roles in local 

economies. It is suggested that in the 1890s at least half of Taishan's population made its

Wu Xingci and Li Zhcn, "Cum San Haak in the 1980s: A Study on Chinese Emigrants who Return to 
Taishan County &r Marriage." JbnrW, Vol. 14 No. 2, (1988), p.21.

As quoted in Sun Qian, yw j'AeW (C%marg Overseas
CAonger of Owang4ong awi fq/ron provincar ;n gimg Dynariy), (Xiamen: Xianmen University Press,
1999),p.25.#i#, 1999^ .  The origin^ source is
&om fM/fon Aonan Aran feng^Aon ( ytncesiry ofMmon County in fïÿion Province). ^ j # # $ 5 # #
iiim#.

ThirAon AionzAi, (7oi;Aon Cozeiieer) (1995), p.l27. o  1995 4^.

'^^ibid,p.l27.(Mytranslation,theoriginaItextis ( ( # # ' A]) , 

ibid, p. 127.
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living by combining farming with other pursuits.'^ Many Taishanese also participated in 

trade, acting as middlemen between buyers and sellers. Taishan's location made it more 

convenient for the villagers to trade with westerners as it was very close to Hong Kong, 

which was the m^or port of the entire Southeast Asian region by Great Britain after the 

Opium War in 1842. Canton, the only trading center under Chinese control before 1842, 

was also within the Pearl River delta. On the one hand, the Taishanese were exposed to 

6equent contact with Europeans. On the other hand, an overabundance of che^, mass- 

produced, foreign goods flooded into the domestic market and limited the demands for 

products of the Chinese handicraft industries. Thousands of workmen were thrown out of 

jobs.^^  ̂Thus, the pressures of poverty and population in Guangdong were relatively 

severe, but not the worst. For example, in 1851, the density of population pa" square 

kilometer was 448 in Jiangsu, 310 in Zhangjiang, 232 in Anhui, whereas it was only 122 

in Guangdong. However, more and more Taishanese joined in the group of emigration. 

In 1870, there were 4,200 Taishanese in Southeast Asia and 800 in America (including 

North America and Latin America). By 1900, there had been 40,000 Taishanese in 

Southeast Asia and 120,000 in America.^^^ In 1894's (Aünnmg

Gnze/tegr), it stated: "at the time of 'Westernization Movement', the able-bodied men all

Zheng Dehua and Cheng Luxi, ThwAan giaoxâMgyw Awwing (tefn, Oweryeag CAineag and
(AeAoMMg jZadroad), (Gnangzhon, SanlianShudian, 1989),p.86.
mT#*). iggg %

Can Shnji, CAwege AAgrafion Zafe gâig and PerZad VOL 6, (Fuzhou: Fujian Renmin
Chubanshe, 1997),p.518. # # # .
1997 4E.

Wu Sben-yuan, TAa ZKf/anaaZ Ttawgw a f CAiagfg fcpa/aAaa (China Social Science Press, 1986), p. 184. 

TaùAaa AianzAi, (1995) p. 136.
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went abroad with bleak and desolate lands left b e h in d " / I t  could be argued here that the 

proximity and contact with Europeans made the Taishanese more receptive to the news 

about the discovery of gold in California in 1845 and later in British Columbia in 1858. 

They were pushed by the poverty at home and pulled by the new opportunities abroad. 

Furthermore, the merchants and missionaries helped spread the news of gold which made 

the experience of getting rich in North America more convincing. AAer the Opium War, 

the zealous, dedicated Christian missionaries as well as the Western European merchants 

were brought to China's shores, particularly in Guangdong and Figian provinces. Their 

presentation of Western culture and technology were widely spread across the South and 

Southwest C h in a .S o o n  the Taishanese followed the clamor to go to the Gold Mountain 

and the mass emigration began.

Generally speaking, in the latter half of the nineteenth century there were two 

sorts of Chinese emigrants. Contract labourers bound themselves to woik for a contractor 

for a period of time. The emigration agent on behalf of the foreign company or employer 

signed a contract with the emigrant. The employer paid for the contract labourer's trip. 

The second type of emigrant was a hee emigrant, such as the rich merchant, artisan and 

physician, who paid his passage money himselT However, most so-called "hee" 

emigrants were poor and had to borrow money from fiends and relatives or enter into 

agreements with the passage brokers. They were obliged to pay back the money after 

they arrived of their destinations.^^ The frst group of Chinese fom  Guangdong to

Aïonz/», (1995), p.l36. (My translation, the original text is "

Cao Shiyi, CAinese MigraiioM pp.564-568;

Sing-wu Wang, OrgonizaAbn of CAwgse Emigration, p.89. & pp.303-304.
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Canada rushed into gold mining as contract labourers. Others found employment in

lumbering, salmon canning and service occupations such as laundering, cooking, and

market gardening as "&ee emigrants".'^'

It should be noted here that the Chinese immigration to Canada was roughly

contemporaneous with the infamous "coolie trade" (1847-74). However, the Chinese who

came to Canada under the contract system were considerably different &om those who

were sent to Latin America and South Ahica under the "coolie trade" system. After the

slavery trade became illegal, the coolie system became increasingly important. In the

early period of "coolie trade", the Chinese were often kidnapped or forced to sign the

contract and indeed, most of them were "sold" to Peru and Cuba. The ^\vriter-

modemizer" in late Qing period 23ieng Guanying pointed out in his SIAengsAi lyeiyun

(IPbrMmg m rAe fYosperous ̂ ge) that as a matter of fact the Chinese were

abducted to America.

When North America, Latin America and Southeast Asia began to establish coal 
mining industry and open new land, Ae Native people were not enough for Ae 
huge task. Thus Ae cheap labourers were m great demand. Who is willing to take 
such low-paid job? So, [Ac Westerners] began to mveigle after Aey Ailed to 
recruit [Chinese men]. When mveigUng Ad not work, Aey began A abduct.^^

Peter S. Li, 7%g CAimarg Cüwzdla, p.23.

Cao Shigi, p.518.

Chen Hansheng, LAwgong CAwgwoo HuiAiam, (Collection of Historical Materials of Overseas 
Chinese Labour) VoL3, (Shanghai: aonghua Shuju, 1984), pp.153-162. A 5
K W  ( # 5 # )  , ,1984^.

Zheng Guanying, jAemĝ Ai Fféÿon, (IPamtng to tAg fMwpgmws 4gg), in Xia Dongyuan eds.
ZAgng Guanying ./I, (Shanghai; Shanghai Renmin Ombanshe, 1982), pp.413-414. (My translation, the 
original text i s # # ,  " ,

' ' (S, A ' ' %? 3k, ) " ' ' .  mtÈÆ:
# ) ) ,  m  '  ± m ,  1992
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It might even be true that the Canadian government and the employers did have 

connections with the brokers of "coolie trade" in order to bring cheap labour. Whereas, 

the Chinese were "voluntary" emigrants in the sense that they were not taken by force 

6om their home. No matter whether the Chinese emigrant came as a contract labourer or 

as a "&ee emigrant", most were engaged in low-paying jobs that white labourers were 

reluctant to take in Canada.

To the Chinese and other Asian immigration groups including the Japanese, 

Indians and Koreans, the gold rushes as well as other hontier economies in Canada were 

attractive opportunities. To the Canadian government and the employers, those 

"Orientals" were "living machines" to hll iq) the large demand for cheap labourers. 

Neither Chinese poverty nor Canadian opportunity was alone sufGcient to stimulate mass 

migration across the Pacific Ocean. The Chinese were "pushed" by the disturbances in 

the homeland and "pulled" by the new opportunities in North America.

Chain Migration

The 6rst group of Chinese immigrants to Canada in 1858 moved north 6om 

California making their way to the new gold fields on the Fraser River in British 

Columbia. Soon after, the Chinese began emigrating directly ûom the Guangdong 

province. Dreaming of — indeed, the Grst name in Chinese for San

Francisco, meaning "Gold Moimtain" — some two thousand Chinese came to Canada in 

the hrst two years of the gold rushes, 1858-59, and as many as six or seven thousand in

/(gwrf qfAqyg/ CbmmûgioM on CAin&rg An/mgrof(oM, xxL

W. E. wnimott, "Approaches to the Study of die Chinese in British Columbia," No. 4
(Spring 1970), p.38.
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the early 1860s. In the eyes of poor Chinese peasants, "Gold Mountain" was

synonymous with hope, prosperity and stability.

Generally, when immigrants move to a new society, they must involve themselves 

in the social and economic conditions of their new home. Nevertheless, the norms and 

values by which they interpret their new surroundings are influenced by their 

socialization within the culture of their previous society. New immigrants tend to band 

together to provide mutual support and assistance, and to allow them to retain much of 

their own customs and culture. It has been especially common for the overseas Chinese to 

associate with people who share the same dialect, locality of origin, and family name.

The Chinese in Canada in the late 19^ century were no exception. Because of the cultural 

and language barriers, as well as the mistrust, suspicion and race hatred that had been 

their experience in California, the Chinese immigrants gathered together to seek 

protection and assistance. In the gold mining areas, they soon formed their own small 

community within the town. The Chinese community quickly expanded into Chinatown 

with its own restaurants, grocery and herb stores in cities like Victoria and Barkerville.^^^ 

Chinatowns provided residential shelto", but also served as an economic base &r Chinese 

people to make a living and they functioned as home to support the workers in an alien

From CAoza fo Cümodü, p. 14.

Anthony Chan, GoW p.32.

Ivan Light, FrAnzc Fnfe;pr«e m ytmencn (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1972), pp.10-18.

170 David Chenyuan Lai, Tbxw in Canada, p.36.
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environment/^' The idnship that developed within Chinese communities, especially in 

Chinatowns helped more Chinese migrants come to Canada in a chain migration pattern.

According to J.S. Macdonald and L. D. Macdonald, chain migration is a process 

by which "prospective migrants learn of opportunities, are provided with transportation, 

and have initial accommodation and employment arranged by means of primary special 

relationships with previous migrants" .For most of migrant communities, kinship is 

especially important in the process of chain migration. The prospective migrants are often 

from the traditional paternal family or extended family through marriage. For example, in 

studying Irish emigration to North America, Kerby Miller has found that "[there were] 

many post-Famine emigrants, often farmers' adolescent sons and daughters, who left 

home in large measure because relatives already in America persuaded or enabled them 

to do so; indeed, without expectations of family and communal shelter and assistance 

overseas, many would not have dared to emigrate as individuals."^^^ Similarly, the 

Chinese immigrants already working in Canada helped to bring their sons, brothers, male 

cousins or intimate Êiends in the same clan to join them in Canada. Such migration 

followed the same pattern as that to Southeast Asia.^^  ̂It was usually single males who 

6rst went abroad 6 r  new opportunities and sent back remittances to families in China. 

Although many of the jobs available to Chinese before World War II wa-e unskilled and

Bernard P. Wang, CAinofmw;. Economic ami EiAnic Afenüiy of iAg CAingyg (New York:
CBS College publishing, 1982), p. 14.

J.S. Macdonald and L. D. Macdonald, "X]ham Migration, Ethnic Neighborhood Formation and Social 
Networks," ThgAJiZhontMgrnoriaJEwmf gnorigrJy, VoL42, (1964), pp.82-91.

Kerby Miller, Emigrontr ond ErÜar, p. 134.

From CAino io Canada, p.26.

ibid. p.26.
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the wages were very low, they enabled m ai to elevate their families in China to a middle

class symbolized by land ownership, new houses, and education for the young. 'To their

standard, these families in China were well-off^" said George F. Woo, when being

interviewed by Southern California Chinese American Oral History Project. He also

claimed that in his home village about 30 families had had connections to railroad

workers in the nineteenth century. The Chinese in Canada also maintained their ties to

the homeland through remittances and periodic visits. Remittances became an

increasingly important part of Taishan's economy and considerably changed migrant

families' life. According to rough estimates of local Taishan historians, yearly

remittances hom America to Taishan 6om the turn of the 20^ century to 1949 (exclusive

of the war years, 1937-1944) exceeded the annual values of the county's agricultural

output. In the 1920s and the early 1930s, remittances to Taishan horn America

constituted one-eighth of the national remittances which China received 6om abroad.

In 1893's vGnwng ATanzM GazetTgr), it says:

[T]his year the remittances from overseas Taishanese has been used in 
establishing schools and child day-care places, donating hospitals and building 
public places, among others. However, the local customs also turned to be 
luxurious. The wedding ritual expenses are rising dramatically and often more 
than hundreds of dollars.

' Quoted 6om Madeline Yuan-yin Hsu, Dreoming qf GoW, Dreoming p.30. Original source is176 ,
&om interview of Southern California Chinese Oral History Project, p.9.

Renqiu Yu, "Chinese American Contribution to the Educational Development of Toisan 1910-1940,' 
yfmg/irm Journal, Vol. 10, No.l, (1983), p.48.

ibid, p.48.

JhüAon MaM/wm (TbirAaa fewbooA), (1985), p.7. (My translation, (he original text is ̂
(1893) '  % '

m m  - ). « û i h ^ m  , 1985%
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In writing 1896-1897's Mwgyang Cwiûfw AfgmomwywM), the Magistrate

Li Pingshu described:

[NJingyang's land is meager since the ancient time. Local people tended to be 
prudent. Whereas, since the 1860s many overseas Taishanese returned rich. They 
built new houses and advocated grandiose consumption, especially on the 
wedding ritual. The local customs changed signihcantly.^^^

By 1885 most of these employments were closed to Chinese in British Columbia,

but by working as laundrymen, cooks and waiters, and domestic servants, and by selling

groceries to fellow Chinese, men in Canada could still provide their fiamihes back in

China with good l ives .Thus,  the life in Canada became more attractive and more poor

Chinese men in southern China would join their fellows in Canada in spite of the

restrictive immigration policy against them. How they managed to come might be

difficult to account, but once they arrived in Canada, they would get all kinds of

assistance hom their relatives and 6om the associations in Chinatowns.

In addition to kinship, the transporting centers also played an important role in

assisting chain migration. The large-scale nineteenth century Chinese migration required

sophisticated transportation system and global networks of trade. In analyzing

transnationalism and migration between the United States and South China, Madeline

Yuan-yin Hsu argued:

Such facilities developed in Hong Kong after it came under British rule. Hong 
Kong supplied links in the chain between Chinese in China and Chinese overseas

TbwAan (TaKAom yeorAooA), (1985), p.7. (My translation, the original text is " fj

William Hoy, CAmag (San Francisco: Consolidated Chinese Benevolent
Association, 1942), p. 17.
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by providing a secure and reliable channel for the back-and-fbrth flow of people, 
remittances, information, capital, political ideals, Chinese groceries, and 
technology. As Taishan became increasingly dependent on hareign sources of 
money, the evolution of Hong Kong into an entreport was essential to enabling 
Taishanese to go overseas and yet stay in touch with people, places, events, and 
way of life left behind in China.

Without a doubt, Hong Kong was the most important port acting as a bridge between the

Chinese in China and the Chinese overseas. In 1888, on one of most popular newspapers

in Hong Kong, jSAen go reported:

Since the opening of the three ports, San Francisco, Honolulu, and Melbourne, 
more and more Chinese have gone for Gold Rushes and new opportunities. Hong 
Kong became a bridging center with flourishing businesses.... Hong Kong never 
experienced depression.

As early as 1891, the famous diplomat and intellectual Xue Fucheng had noted that:

In the year of 1890,47,000 Chinese labourers went abroad 6om Hong Kong, 
among whom most went to Southeast Asia. In the meantime, 99,000 overseas 
Chinese landed in Hong Kong to return their home village. Although Hong Kong 
has relatively small local production, its location is extremely signiûcant, thus it 
became a big port of commerce and transportation.

Madeline Yuan-yin Hsu, Drgownzg of Go% Dreo/nmg of Abme. TyoMSModbMo/ûm AAgrofiom 
Aofweem zAe oW CAino, (Stanford, California: Stanford University Press,
2000), p.32.

'^^"LuHuaangongsicbengdiXianggang huaminzbengwusigao", 1888,12,23. ,SAem^o, VoL34. p.ll8. 
(My translation, the original kxt is

' a B m....
# 3 4 # .

Xue Fucheng, CAwsA; 12»g, F<à, 1% (Two Aÿf, CAwsAr jlÿfXw&e, 76P2 .(Drorres qf4ÿfo7»oirc 
fgrwde Ô: EagAnkf /vwrog, /iü/y omf iAe CbnfôzKortr Âo/% in Zhong Sbuhe eds, ZbruhzMg
SAÿie CoagsAu, Vol. 1, (Changsha: yuelu shushc chubanshe, 1985), p.428. (My translation, the original text

# % ± ' ' ^ ' :3:1g:. ) - itEggB - >. - ^
M. '  '  } . '  gl/ : ë #  '  1985.
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Along with Hong Kong, there were opened ports such as Canton, Amoy (Xiamen) and 

Foochow (Fuzhou), which were also acting as transportation centers.Chinese 

immigrants in Canada could undoubtedly maintain contact with their families in China.

Furthermore, as Robin Cohen argues, cheaper and denser transport and 

communications enabled people to move not just once, but again and again, to settle and 

re-migrate, to move as small groups, families, or individuals, and to sell their skills to the 

highest global bidder. Thus the Chinese migration to the New World could be 

continued throughout the late nineteenth and early twentieth century despite the 

spreading discrimination in the host society.

The Second Wave of Chinese Immigration

The second m^or influx of Chinese to Canada began in 1880 when work 

commenced on the CPR. Many of the early Chinese immigrants found employment with 

the railway. When it was discovered that they were willing to work hard for less than half 

the standard labourer's pay, the Canadian government granted permission to the 

Onderdonk Construction Company to bring in 15,000 Chinese workers to 611 the labour 

demand. As contract labourers, those Chinese were assigned to the most backbreaking 

and dangerous work and only received half the wage rates of white workers. However, 

the compledon of the CPR in November 1885 threw large numbers of Chinese out of 

work Wren the promise of a return fare did not materialize. Some Chinese returned to 

China with their hard-earned savings or went to the United States. Others ferried 

themselves on the trains of hope to places further east in search of their fortunes. Since

Madeline Yuan-yin Hsu, Dreoming of Go/d, p.32.

See Robin Cohen, "Diasporas, (he Nation-stale, and Globalisation" in Guangwu Wang eds, G/oho/ 
//ifiory wid M/grwUr (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1997), p.l 17.
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then, a large number of Chinese immigrants transferred their occupations into marginal 

economic sectors especially in domestic service, restaurant and laundry businesses. How 

and why the occupational changes of Chinese immigrants occurred after the completion 

of CPR and to what extent it was associated with Canadian labour and immigration 

policy will be discussed in the third chapter.
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Chapter III

Occupational Changes of Chinese Immigrants, 1885-1923
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The years irom 1880 to 1914 marked the economic take-off of the country /The  

period was also highly signihcant in terms of the occupational changes of Chinese 

immigrants. AAer the completion of CPR in 1885, more and more Chinese immigrants 

were engaged in laundry and restaurant businesses. The role of business activity in 

Chinese immigration experience bears more study as it lies at the heart of migrants' New 

World experience. This chuter reviews both external social forces and internal ethnic 

solidarity that were relevant to the development of Chinese ethnic business.

From 1858 to 1880, the Chinese largely dwelled in British Columbia, while later 

they gradually spread into other provinces as Table 3.1 shows. By the census of 1880-81 

the total population of Chinese in Canada is given as 4,383, of which 4,350 resided in 

British Columbia, 22 in Ontario, 7 in Quebec and 4 in Manitoba.^^^ British Columbia 

held the largest Chinese population because of the large-scale gold rush and during the 

period 6om 1881 to 1884 (he construction of Canadian PaciSc railway commenced and 

large numbers of Chinese were brou^bt over by contract to work on the railway. 

"According to a Chinese conq)ilation made in 1884 there were in (he province of British 

Columbia 9,629 Chinese labourers; of these 3,510 were engaged on railway construction. 

Victoria is credited with 1,767, new Westminster 1,680, and Nanaimo 168."^^  ̂However, 

after the completion of railway ini 885 the Chinese labourers were totally discarded and 

they had to look for jobs aU across (he country because most employment opportunities

J. Brian Dawson, Patricia M. Dawson, Afbon CüAer GoW AïoimAzin. From CAûnr (o (Ag CanWion 
(Calgary, Alberta: Detselig Enterprises Ltd., 1991), p. 25.

CgMJMf of Canada, 1881.

Royal Commission, (1902), p.7.
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closed to them in British Columbia. Big occupational changes happened to most Chinese 

immigrants at that time. Table 3.2 and 3.3 show that before 1885, Chinese

Table 3.1. Distribution of Chinese in Canada, 1881-1921
Distribution by percentage of national total

Census year British
Columbia

Ontario Prairie
provinces

Quebec Other
provinces

Total

1881 99.2 0.5 0.1 0.2 0 100
1891 97.6 1.1 0.3 0.4 0.6 100
1901 86.0 4.2 2.8 6.0 1.0 100
1911 70.5 10.0 10.0 5.7 3.8 100
1921 59.4 14.2 19.0 5.9 1.5 100
Source: Censurer of Canada, 1881- 1921.

Table 3.2. Occupations of Chinese in British Columbia, 1879
Occupation No. of persons % of Total
Gold miners, Sshermen 1,100 26.5
Gold miners 874 21.0
Cooks, servants 434 10.5
Storekeepers, engiloyees 383 92
Coal miners 347 8.4
Gardeners, 6rm labourers 125 3.0
Washermen 121 2.9
Tailors 61 1.5
Barbers 29 0.7
Butchers 10 0.2
Females, various occigrations 44 1.0
Odm labourers 286 6.9
Unspecihed 340 8.2
Total 4,154 100.0

-----------

immigrants took all kinds of occupations. In 1879, for example, gold miners constituted 

the largest proportion of Chinese immigrants in British Columbia (Table 3.2). In 1884, 

railway workers became the largest groiq), representing 27.6% of the Chinese in B.C. 

People engaged in ûshery, farming, lumbering and milling, which were considered the 

hontier industries, also made up almost 20% of the population. For example, in the 

beginning of salmon canning industry around the late 1870s, "Chinese, hired on contract

Original source: congilied &om reports submitted to T.B Hurryhries, Provincial Secretary of British 
Columbia, by various polling district oSicers, Oct. 1879-Feb.l880.
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through a boss-Chinese, were the backbone of the canning of operation -  cutting, slitting,

firing the retorts and during the winter, even making cans"/^' However, aAer 1885,

Occupation No. of persons % of total
LABOURERS

Railway workers 2,900 27.6
Gold miners 1,709 16.3
Cola miners 727 6.9
Fish hands 700 6.7
Farm labourers 686 6.5
Store ençloyees 302 2.9
Cooks and servants 279 2.7
Sawmill workers 267 2.5
Wood-cutters 230 2.2
Washermen 156 1.5
Ditch diggers 156 1.5
Fuel cutters 147 1.2
Boot-makers 130 1.1
Vegetable gardener 114 0.8
Other labourers 519 4.9

NON-LABOURERS
Merchants 120 1.1
Restaurant keepers 11 0.1
Doctors 42 0.4
Teachers 8 0.1

OTHERS
Prostitutes 70 0.7
Married women and girls 88 0.8
Boys under 17 529 5.0
New arrivals 602 5.7

TOTAL 10,492 100.0
Source: Agwrf of (Ag CbmmÎMfoM om /mmigroübM, (Ottawa: 1885), pp.363-365.

a large number of Chinese immigrants transferred into marginal economic sectors 

especially domestic service, restaurant and laundry businesses. The proportion of Chinese 

engaged in laundry and restaurant work in 1885 was less than 5 per cent in British 

Columbia. By 1921, servants, cooks, waiters, and laundry workers made up 32 percent of

E.K. Debeck, quoted in Norman W. Lidster, "Fraser Teemed with Salnmn, the Language was Chinook,'  ̂
Cb/wmhûm, 11 March, 1972.
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the Chinese population in Canada.'According to the 1902 jfcya/ Co/MmüsioM on 

CAme.ye Viyan&ye Thz/MZgrahoM, "in Victoria there are [were] 40 Chinese wash 

houses, giving employment to 197 Chinamen, in Vancouver 35, employing 192; in new 

Westminster 9, employing 38; in Rossland 20, employing 60 Chinamen, and other towns 

and villages in proportion".By 1909, there were 102 Chinese in Lethbridge most of 

whom were employed in the Ave Chinese laundries, two Chinese restaurants, and two 

Chinese stores.'^ By the early 1910s, some 130 Chinese lived in Edmonton, running 

laundries, restaurants and second-hand s t o r e s . I n  Saskatchewan, a small Chinatown 

had emerged in Regina with a population of about 150 and a few restaurants and 

stores.'^ According to David Chenyuan Lai, the same thing happened in Winnipeg, 

Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal. Plus, in the three Atlantic provinces of New Brunswick, 

Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island, the small Chinese populations were almost all 

laundrymen and cooks. Table 3.4 demonstrates how the Chinese were largely engaged 

in the laundry, restaurant and grocery businesses in Calgary. Since the 1880s and for 

about one century, the laundry and restaurant trade formed a "mainstay" of the Chinese 

economy in North America.'^ "Family-run businesses, such as restaurants and laundries.

Peter S. Li, CAiw&re m CÜModü, (Toronto: Oxford University Press Canada, 1988), p.49.

Aqyol CoTMrnwgion, (1902), p. 175.

David Chenyuan Lai, CAmotmww. Tbww wrtAw CÜ/ier in Canada, (Vancouver The University of 
British Columbia Press, 1988.), p.90.

"^ibid,p.92.

"*ibid,p.93.

'^^ibid,p.l01.

Ivan Light, ÆtAnrc Enrerprire ;n X/nenca.- Bosmeas and IPieÿare anmng CArnere, Jiyanare, and B/octr 
(Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University of Calikmia Press, 1972), p.93.
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sprang up both in small towns and in the Chinatowns that had emerged in the bigger

cities across Canada."'^^ However, the Chinese did not "by nature" gravitate

Type of 
Businesses 1902 1906 1911 1915 1920
Grocery
Stores Chinese Unavailable 7 Unavailable 13 7

O&er 16 38 Unavailable 149 142
Total 16 or more 45 104 162 149

Restaurants Chinese 3 7 22 26 22
Other 2 12 43 37 42
Total 5 19 65 63 64

Laundries Chinese 10 17 28 61 34
Other 3 6 3 6 4
Total 13 23 31 67 38

Source: J. Brian Dawson, Patricia M. Dawson, Mwn Czter in GoW Afowniarn. from CAimz (o iAg 
PWmj, pp.230-231.^

into those businesses?^' Scholars have developed a 6amework for understanding the 

ethnic enterprise of immigrant by taking account of both structural and cultural factors?"^ 

In the case of Chinese ethnic business, most of the studies are based on the examination 

of the Chinese in the United States. In Canadian scholarship, since the 1970s, in 

metropolitan centers such as Vancouver and Toronto, there is renewed concern about the 

Chinese presence. Resentment grew toward Chinese economic success, especially as 

more affluent Chinese, mainly 6om Hong Kong, began to immigrate to Canada after

Kelly Haggart, CBC news online, CArnase text available online
http ://cbc.ca/news/indep th/chi nese/mi Erants3 ±tm1

^  Original source: GmnAnnf 'f /P02 Dirgciory, iVgmfgrson s^Aerta Direcfo/}' for 1906 and 1911. City of 
Calgary License Records for 1902, 1906 and 1911. Agndlgrmn r  yf Agrkr Dn-gciofy 6)r 1915 and 1920.

Ivan Light, EAnic ̂ n/gTprirg in yfrmgricn, p.7.

Ivan Light and Edna Bonacich, Anmigrani EnireprgngnT^ (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of 
California Press, 1988); Robin Ward and Richard Jenkins, eds., RiAnic Commnniiigs in Rwringas 
(Cardbridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984); and Roger Waldinger, et al., RiAnic RningmgMgwrr. 
/TN/nigrnni Rwringss in JnrArsiridi &x:igiigr (Newbury Park, California: Sage, 1990).
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changes in immigration policy that favoured business immigrants/°^ As for the initial 

emergences of the Chinese immigrants' engagement in particular types of business, Peter 

S. Li has suggested that one must consider both structural and cultural factors, but he did 

not develop an explanation of how the factors influenced i t /^  This chuter tries to 

examine these factors between 1885 and 1923 and situate these businesses in the 

intersecting contexts of Canadian sociopolitical structure and race relations.

There ^ipear to be several areas of consideration. One is the structural context, 

the emergence of a racially and hierarchically segmented labour market in an 

industrializing urban society. The second is the immigration policy and legislation 

towards the Chinese in Canada. The third is the social ties that trans&rmed these 

businesses into an ethnic niche. Finally, ethnic culture also played an important role.

In the Grst place, the immigration policy during the second half of the 19* century 

played an important role in determining Chinese immigrants' occupations. Canada 

expaienced the Industrial Revolution in the years between 1849 and 1896 and the 

economic opportunities attracted numbers of ethnic immigrant groiq)s.^ Charles 

Ungarleider pointed out that Canada's growth and development as a nation are closely 

linked with immigration. However, throughout its history, Canada has oAen used

^  Lloyd L. Wong and Michele Ng, "Chinese Immigrant Entrepreneurs in Vancouver A Case Study of 
Ethnic Business Development," Canadian EfAnic VoL 30 Issue 1, (1998), R).64-86; Peter S. Li,
"Chinese Investment and Business in Canada: Edmic Entrepreneurshq) Reconsidered," focÿk VoL
66, Issue 2 (Summer 1993), p.219.

^  Peter S. Li, "Chinese Investment and Business in Canada: Ethnic Entrepreneurship Reconsidered," 
focÿrc Xÿhirs, VoL 66, Issue 2 (Summer 1993), p.222.

^  Michael S. Cross, Gcrgory S. Kealy, eds., "Introduction", Canada s dgg ofIndast/y, 78^9-1896, 
(Toronto: McClelland and Stewart Limited, 1982.), pp.9-12.
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immigrants to fill national needs while ignoring their rights?°^ Gunter Baureiss argued

that Canada's emergence 6om a colony to an advanced capitalist state resulted in

changing immigration patterns.

The patterns served to expand the West, and provided a m^or avenue for securing 
wage labour. In an attempt to keep Canada's a "White man's country", preference 
was given to immigrants with similar expoiences of the market system: the 
British, the French, and northern and western Europeans. Periodically, however, 
Canada has attracted large numbers of immigrants with distinct cultural and/or 
physical characteristics (among them, Chinese) in order to reduce internal 
tension.^^

Here the "internal tension" lies in the huge demand for ch e^  labour. From an economic 

perspective, cheap labour was necessary at that time, especially for infant industries and 

CPR constructions with few needs far high skills. Cheap Chinese labour was also crucial 

for reducing the labour costs to compete in foreign markets. Therefore, large numbers of 

Chinese immigrants were concentrated in labour-intensive industries. In the early years of 

their settlement, Chinese workers were welcomed and known as industrious and hard

working men. The CPR employers and 6ctory managers were in favour of Chinese 

workers' intelhgence, reliability, stability, and attitude and the most important — their 

willingness to accept lower wages. As a matter of hict, by employing Chinese workers, 

Onderdonk's company saved more than $5 milhon and sped the construction at least 

twelve years.^^^

The Chinese were also hired as strikebreakers. In 1883, 6 r  instance, there was a 

great strike at (he Wellington mine during which Dunsmuris hired Chinese horn Victoria,

^  Charles Ungerleider, "Immigration, Multiculturalism, and Citizenship: The Development of the 
Canadian Social Justice," Conadmn gfAnic VoL 24, Issue 3, (1992), p.8.

Gunter Baureiss, "Discrimination and Response: The Chinese in Canada," in and EtAnrc
in Canada, X RooA qf Readings, Second Edition, eds by Rita Bienvenue and Jay Goldstein, 

(Toronto: The Butterworth Group of Con^anies, 1985), p.243.

^  Brian Wilier, "Years of Shame," Afdcleon 6/1/92, VoL105, Issue 22, p.8.
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who knew nothing about the issues, as scab labour to break the str ike.Indeed, as a 

bank manager of British Columbia noted that within the first few years of their coming, 

'their [Chinese] labour was welcome, in the absence of white immigrants, and especially 

in Êlüng the place of domestic servants and as factory hands.''^^°

However, the influx of Chinese stirred xenophobic fears in the mostly white 

population of British Columbia. The politicians and local labourers showed their hatred 

towards the "Chinaman" saying "they are lazy and turbulent, only working when 

compelled to for the want of rice or food to eat."^^  ̂"They hoard all their money up and 

send it home to China; and they buy all their food and clothing horn China... They break 

the law more than the white people."^At the end of the 1883 Wellington strike, the 

striking workers made only one demand: that Chinese be excluded from mining coal.^'^ 

Such popular protests horn organized labour, merchants and fanners against the Chinese 

immigrants led to the creation of many restricting laws, especially in British Columbia. '̂'* 

Some political parties also expressed their concern about the dangers of 

"Orientalization".^^^ Patricia Roy has argued that this hostility was rooted in a concern of 

Asian economic dominance:

™ Paul Philips, Wb Power Grgoier. ^  CemAwy qflahowr BniwA CbZwnhio, (Vancouver, B.C.:
Federation of Labour [and] Boag Foundation, 1967), p.8.

^'°Poya/ GomrnKĵ ion (1885), p.l03.

Pqyu/ Commission, (1885), p.98.

^"PoyoZ Commission, (1885), p.83.

Paul Philips, Power Crazier, p.8.

W. E. Wilhnott, "Approaches to the Study of the Chinese in British Columbia", p.45.

R. Craig Brown and G. R. Cook, Canada 7^96-792/. vf Aiaiion 7yon.^rmed, (Toronto: McClelland And 
Steward Limited, 1974), p.69.
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Although many British Columbians' attitudes can be explained in terms of social 
psychology, and many fears were grossly exaggerated even to the point of 
irrationality. Asians provided sufBcient, effective competition in the hshing 
grounds, in the Gelds, in the marketplaces, in the classroom and on the battleGeld 
to warrant deep fears about the ability of white British Columbians to maintain 
their dominant position in the province.^

The discrimination against the Chinese immigrants could be explained on economic

terms. Chinese workers were cheap and brou^t down the average salary in the labour

market. Therefore, their employment was considered as an iryuiy and at the same time

degraded labour. In addition, for a long time, Chinese men in Canada far outnumbered

Chinese women since they could hardly bring their wives and children into Canada.

Ironically, this "bachelor society", which remained until the turn of the 20^ century, was

seen as an indication that few Chinese immigrants intended to settle in Canada

In a period of promoting prairie settlement Gom 1896 tol914, the proGle of the

preferred immigrant was white as stated by Minister Clifford Siffon, "stalwart peasants in

sheepskin coats". If British immigrants were not available, other white immigrants would

do, but black and Asian immigration was discouraged.^^^ Not surprisingly, the federal

govermnent passed three Chinese Immigration Acts to introduce a head tax on Chinese

immigrants right after the completion of CPR in 1885 and raised the head tax ten times in

eight years 6om $50 to a total of $500 to restrict Chinese immigration.

It is quite controversial that the policy maker believed that because "Oriental" 

immigrants, especially the Chinese came neither to settle on prairie homesteads nor to 

stay permanently in Canada; they belonged to a class of whose entry Minister Chflbrd

Patricia Roy, "British Columbia's fear of Asians, 1900-1950," in P Wand & R McDonald eds, RntüA 
Go/wTMhm. tZeodfMgr (Vancouver: Douglas & Mclntryrc, 1981), p.657.

Department of Justice, Canada, The f  of ûwmgroMü, available online
httoV/canada.iustice.ec.ca/iustice2000/cvb00imm.
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Sifton dis^proved.^'^ Again, the discussion goes back to the debate of "sojourning." 

According to Paul Siu and Rose Hum Lee, who hrst used the concept of the "sojourner" 

in their analysis of the Chinese in the United States, the sojourner is "a migrant who is 

mentally oriented towards the home community".^'^ The sojourner might spend a m^or 

portion of his lifetime in the host society, engaging in a job that he may not like, he is in 

fact surviving with hope to return his home and upgrade his own and his family's status 

at home. As discussed in the Grst chapter of this thesis, there is a longstanding debate in 

scholarship that questions whether Asian immigrants were "voluntary sojourners" who 

kept the host society at arms' length or whether they wished to become part of it but were 

rejected on racist grounds, thus becoming involuntarily sojourners.

One suggests that the phenomenon of sojourning often happens in migrant groups. 

It is not the Chinese who Grst came to Canada as "sojourners". For example, a study of 

Italians in Algoma's early employment records revealed a general pattern of the Italian 

migrants: most stayed no more than 6ve years and often worked for only a few months or 

even a few days at a time; o f252 Italians listed on the payroll in the last quarter of 1905, 

only twenty-Sve were still there by 1910. Before the war it was customary &)r many 

Italians and other Europeans to return home for w inter.^ They moved back and &rth 

across the Atlantic in response to economic opportunities.^^

Mabel F. Timlin, "Canada's Immigration Policy, 1896-1910," p.519.

Yuen-lbng Woon, "The Voluntary Sojourner among die Overseas Chinese: Myth or Reality?"
VoL 56, Issue 4 (Winter, 1983-1984), p.673.

^  Craig Heron, IFbrkwg in Aee/, p79

Donald Avery, Re/wcmnt Abrt. Canadb's Rasponse to /mmigront IPbrterr, 7^96-7994, (Toronto : 
McClelland & Stewart, c l995) p.64.
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It should be mentioned here that most Chinese people in Canada could go back 

home at the end of their contracts as they came as contract labourers rather than 

immigrants. Indeed, the government and the railway employers welcomed the Chinese 

for the very reasons that they were traditional sojourners and cheap labour. In spite of 

strong anti-Chinese sentiment Prime Minister Macdonald claimed in 1882: "if you wish 

to have the railway finished within any reasonable time, there must be no such step 

against Chinese labour. At present it is simply a question of alternatives — either you 

must have this labour or you cannot have the raüway."^^ Later in 1883, he addressed 

again that a Chinese was "a sojourner in a strange land ... and he has no common interest 

with us . ... [He] gives us his labour and is paid for it, and is valuable, the same as a 

threshing machine or any other agricultural implement which we may borrow hom the 

United States or hire and return to its owner. In fleeing hard times at home, it was 

necessity rather than choice that caused Chinese immigrants to stay in Canada. The 

socioeconomic circumstances in Canada were more important than Chinese im m ig ra n ts ' 

motivation in determining their settlement

The anti-Chinese sentiment was further developed when head tax measures did 

not actually restrict Chinese immigration. It is not difhcult to understand why both the 

Royal Commission of 1885 and 1902 acknowledged the contribution of Chinese 

immigrants, but went on to suggest prohibiting the entry of Chinese. The 1902 Royal 

Commission concluded:

^  As quoted in David Chenyuan Lai, ChinnAnwu, p.33.

^  Quoted in Patricia Roy, " A Choice between Evils: the Chinese and the Construction of the Canadian 
PaciGc Railway in British Columbia," in CPR FPhrt. The /non Rood nmf (Ae AfoAing of o MiAon 
(Vancouver
& Toronto: Douglas & McIntyre, 1984), pp.30-31.
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It is incredible that British Columbia, admittedly one of the richest countries in 
the world in natural resources, — with its vast forests, unsurpassed Gsheries, 
minerals of ah kinds, and large tracts of delta and other lands suitable for 
agriculture, — cannot be developed without the assistance of Chinese labour. 
From a Canadian standpoint it is injurious, and in the interest of the nation any 
further immigration ought to be prohibited.^ '̂*

Eventually, in 1923, an Exclusion Chinese Immigration Act was passed which only 

allowed the Chinese "merchants" and "students" to enter Canada.

The Chinese supplied a need of labour demand and were seen as valuable 

members of the community throughout the 1860s, yet were discarded when they were 

viewed as members of an immoral, inferior race .^  This change was signiEcantly 

aSected by the conditions in labour market. At the turn of 20* century, Canada had 

developed as an industrializing urban society. Old staple industries faced dislocation and 

ac^ustment, and new ones ^)peared. The manufacturing and service sectors grew.^^ 

There was a surplus of the lower class of labour at that time ready to enter any avenue of 

unskilled labour that may open. Chinese workers were considered as an hyury to the 

white nation and largely "unassimilable" and therefore undesired.^ The discrimination 

and prohibition immigration policy against the Chinese immigrants ef&ctively drove the 

Chinese out of both the staples industries and manufacturing sectors. They were farced to 

conGne their economic activities to certain less desirable Gelds of a non-compeGGve

^  CommüfiOM, (1902), p278.

^  Paul Philips, Ab fower Grgoier, pp.78-85.

^  Patricia Roy, IPAiiB AAw j  Awiwg. RrüùA Cb/wmAîa f amf  CAôiefg ami Jrg^auae 
/wMigmair, (Vancouver: University ofBridsh Columbian Press, 1989), p.4.

Kennedi Norrie, Douglas Owram, ,4 Tiistory of tAe Camuiian Econong;, (Toronto: Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich, Canada, 1991), p.290.

R. Craig Brown and G. R. Cook, Canadlo /d96-I921, p.68.
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nature. Paradoxically, such racist attitudes and institutional discrimination served to 

tighten the bonds within Chinese communities.

First, the urban ethnic conununity absorbed a number of Chinese immigrants with 

employment in an "ethnic enclave economy". Facing hard times, the Chinese soon 

formed their own community as an "economic accommodative mechanism" in response 

to prejudice and discrirnination.^^ Chinatowns expanded with successes in fulfilling their 

inhabitants' certain basic needs such as mutual aid, civil protection, and supply of ethnic 

fbods.̂ '̂  ̂The organizations and associations in Chinatowns are known to have been 

particularly authoritative and influential in exerting effective control over individual 

members and community affairs. For example, as early as 1884, the Chinese Benevolent 

Association was 5)rmed in Victoria to help immigrants in need and to develop ethnic 

business. These associations sprang up in every Chinese community across Canada at the 

turn of century.

According to Ivan Light and Steven J. Gold, the groceries, restaurants and herb 

stores established within Chinatowns could belong to "the ethnic enclave economy" — 

an ethnic economy that is clustered around a territorial core.^^  ̂It emphasizes the 

economic advantages of "locational clustering"."Economic advantage means the 

ability of the enclave economy to generate more money for participants than the 

participants would have been able to obtain without that enclave structure to support

^  Haitung King, and Frances Locke, "Chinese in the United States: A Century of Occupational 
Transition," /ntermaiKiMa/ VoL 14, No. 1 (Spring 1980), p.32.

^  Haitung King, and Frances Locke, "Chinese in the United States", p.33.

Ivan Light, and Steven J. Gold, EtAmfc fcomomfer, (San Diego, California: Academic Press, 2000), p.23.

Ivan Light, and Steven L Gold, EtAnrc p.l5.
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How the Chinese immigrants could capture these economic advantages has 

been well studied by sociologists. One agrees with these scholars that the Chinese 

immigrants inside Chinatowns did capture a higher proportion of sales that would not be 

possible from unclustered hrms. From perspective of social history, Chinatowns provided 

the "territorial core" that supported many Chinese immigrants into ethnic businesses 

especially when open labour market closed to them. It also played an important role in 

Chinese immigrants' occupational changes. Chinatown served as abase for supplying 

certain merchandise and service to Chinese residing both inside and outside its territory. 

Thus, Chinatowns gave employments to a number of Chinese immigrants in their "ethnic 

enclave economy", such as groceries, restaurants and herb stores.

Outside Chinatowns, more Chinese had to join a continuing in flu x  of new 

immigrants in search of work. Lack of capital and language and culture barriers limited 

their opportunities. They could only engage in other labour-intensive work where 

competition with Whites was minimal . ^  Under these circumstances, many Chinese 

established hand laundries and restaurants when the hontier economies created large 

demand for these services. The laundry business was not strange to the Chinese 

immigrants. As early as 1879, there were 129 "washermen" in British Columbia, which 

made 2.5% of the population (Table 3.1). In writing a social history of English 

laundresses, Patricia E. Malcohnson pointed out:

^'ibid,p.l5.

^  Paul Ong, "An Ethnic Trade: The Chinese Laundries in Early Cahfomia", Jburnu/ of ErAnic EiWies, 
Vol. 8 (Winder 1981), p.lOl.
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The laundry industry was an important part of the nineteenth-century shift in the 
economy toward services. Like department stores, chain stores, restaurants-and 
other service industries, the laundry trade was labor intensive. The m^ority of its 
jobs were unskilled or readily learned, especially so after mechanization. They 
were usually hlled by women and hequently performed in a part-time or episodic 
fashion. Another mark of the industry's status as a service trade was its sensitivity 
to small fluctuations in fashion, taste, or economic well-being.^^^

Without a doubt, Canada also was experiencing rapid industrial and economic growth 

during the second half of nineteenth century and there was "a shift in the economy 

toward services".F irst, the metropolis came into being and rein&rced the 

concentration of population in urban areas. In turn, urbanization and the new life patterns 

imposed by industry increased the demand for household and personal services. Second, 

division of labour and especially the creation of new occupations made room for 

unskilled labourers, many of whom were immigrants.^^^ Third, there was an unequal sex 

ratio of a high percentage of males to females in Chinese community. The lack of women 

created the demand for services such as laundry work, cooking, hotel and restaurant 

keeping. Indeed, in Victoria and Vancouver, the early home to a large number of 

Chinese immigrants, several hundreds of whom worked as house boys because the 

middle-class relied on Chinese servants when female domestic help was scarce. A 

Victoria matron was so grateful that she wrote a Aiend, "God, Fm sure sends such

Patricia E Malcohnson, Ehg/irA Lznw&TgBfgy -  (University Illinois Press,
1986), p.5.

^^ibid,pJ

For exanqrle, the large number of CaAolic Irish immigrants did the dirty work of digging canals and 
building railways during the 19* century. See P. M. Toner, "Occigrational and Ethnicity: The Irish in New 
Brunswick," Canadian EAnic Arrdies, Vol. 20, Issue 3, (1988), p.l55. Also, Macedonians and Greek 
immigrants went into restaurant business; see Harry Vjekoslav Herman, Men rn .d jytwdx
ErAnzciry and Occwpadbn, (P. Martin Associates, 1988), p.76.

Paul Siu, 7%e CArngsg Lrandrymon.' d Efwdy of<SocraI Aoladon, (University of Chicago, 1988), p.45.
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Chinamen as all good things come 6om Him."^^ Another's comment was similar: "Life 

here for a woman depends, my dear, a good deal up the Chinese ... If you are lucky, and 

treat your Celstial well, he seems to me to be a treasure beyond piice." '̂*  ̂Thus, it could 

be said that there were demands on service industry in urbanized Canadian society during 

the last few decades in the 19*̂  century. Under the certain socioeconomic circumstances 

the Chinese entered the laundry and restaurant businesses. Without the support 6om non- 

Chinese customers, those businesses could hardly develop.

The laundries did not need much capital nor training to operate; only a small 

outlay was necessary to go into business. Many hand-laundries in Canada were owned 

and operated by a single man at that time. There was greater business stability through 

opening up a restaurant In terms of capital investment, it was much more substantial. 

Working on a restaurant was more "lucrative and creative" than ironing shirts day after 

day.^^ It provided an environment in which the Chinese workers could speak their own 

dialect as most of them were 6om Guangdong Province. The white communities had no 

objection to such types of service that were seen as women's work, undesirable to white 

male workers. Therefore, Chinese presence in the cities was less noticeable and they were 

subject to less racial attacks. In Alberta, for example, hand laundry was the primary type 

of business established by Chinese. Mr. June Jay Chang operated a laundry in High River, 

Alberta for 6fty-6ve years, usually with a partner. From 1914 until about 1944, as he

Sarah Crease, 1864, cited in Peter A. Baskerville, Bgwnd (Ae Aknd. of Mctorid,
(Burlington: Windsor, 1986), p.45.

^  Mrs. Clive Phillipps-WoUey to Lena, Victoria, Septeniber 1887, cited in Phillipps-Wolley, jgoorAmon s 
fden, (London: Richard Bentley, 1888), pp.181-182.

Thomas Tsu-wee Tan, Pbwr CAin&rg Roots. Overrgar CAinarg j t̂ory, (Singqwe: Times Academic 
Press, 1986), pp.76-78.
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related, "the laundry business was pretty good; we [oAen] had two people working for us 

at thirty dollars per month. To the Chinese immigrants, these types of work were a 

means to earn a living within the existing economic niches of Canadian society. The life 

as a laundryman will be discussed in the next chuter.

The social ties among the Chinese immigrants also played an important role in 

transforming these businesses into an ethnic niche. In other words, as Ivan Light has 

argued, the traditional Chinese extended "familism" enabled overseas Chinese in North 

America to use kinship and clanship ties as a basis for forming rotating credit 

associations, hom which the needed capital for business was raised. Since the 

membership of a clan was determined by blood, members were thereby encouraged to 

contribute to the wealth and status of the lineage in whatever they could. ̂  In the 

overseas Chinese community, the rotating credit association was an ideal method by 

which to begin or expand a business, typically used for enterprises such as laundries and 

restaurants.For example, as early as 1876 in Cariboo mining towns, an organization 

named ZAzgongTang was established to "maintain a ûiendly relationship among our 

[Chinese] countrymen and to accumulate wealth througfi proper business methods 6)r the 

benefit of all members".^ One of the regulations of ZA^o/zgia/zg is "When new 

businesses are opened by the Society and helpers are needed, only members who have

Interview with June Jay Chang, 1974, cited in J. Brian Dawsoi^ Atoon Cuts; zm Go/d AtbwMZaûz, p.203.

^  Ivan Light, zm .America, pp. 6-8.

Frederic Wakeman, fZrangerf aZ zAe Gate.- Düordgr z/z jbzzZA CAzzzzz (Berkeley and
Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1966), IIL

Anthony Chan, Gold AfdizzzZzzzzz, p. 94.

24« ,' Quoted in From GAzzzzz ZP Cuzzodd, p31.
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paid dues and have seniority in the Society are qualihed for these p o s t s " T o  explain in 

a simple way, that is: members paid a certain amount to form a money pool. In return, a 

member could borrow money &om the pool for his own business. '̂*  ̂This peculiar method 

of obtaining hmds without going to commercial banks had been a long tradition in 

Cantonese culture. The Chinese immigrants in Canada came 6om an agniian but 

highly commercialized economy; hence, such methods were employed widely among the 

Chinese communities in Canada. Almost all the scholarship on Chinese immigration 

recognized the economic importance of such associations. As Gor Yun Leong observed 

about the Chinese-American small business economy, '^without such societies, very few 

businesses could be started."^

The kinship network, instrumental in assisting the immigrant to come to Canada, 

remained useful to Chinese immigrants as a basis 6)r forming partnerships. Peter S. Li 

pointed out that "[t]he absence of immediate family members in Canada also compelled 

many to rely to more distant relatives 5)r hope." The broadly dehned kinship network 

provided additional resources for supporting a partnership.^^ It could be argued that the 

social ties among Chinese immigrants channeled the fellow immigrants into these

247 ibid,p.31.

^  Ivan Light, Ef/mic Ente/pme pp.23-27.

For how these various mechanisms and how they functioned and in the context of an unreceptive host 
society in Canada, see Paul Yce, "^esiness Devices 6om Two Worlds: The Chinese in Early Vancouver,'' 
EC Etwdier, no.62, (Summer 1984), pp.48-67.

^  Gor Yun Leong, CAimztown Airide Owf, (New York Barrows Mussey, 1936), pp.I77-178.

Peter S. Li, "Constructing Immigrants' Work Worlds 6om Oral Testhnonies," IPort EfAnicfty, and 
Ora/ 77ÛA77}' fiocea&ngs of a CoT^rencg at Eeddect Nova Ecoda, eds., Dorothy E. Moore, and James H. 
Morrison, (Halifax: N.S.: International Education Centre, Saint Mary's University, 1988), pp.152-153.

^^ibid,p.l53.
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particular occupations. The old immigrant helped new immigrants with opportunities to

participate in their business. But on the other hand, new immigrants were seldom exposed

to other ideas and possibilities. For example, San Eng mentioned in an interview his

occupation choice in the early 1910s,

It [restaurant business] was the only business I know, it was the only business I 
understand. I hired people, cheap labour &om my own country, brought them over 
horn China, sometimes relatives too.^^^

The kinship further fostered the Chinese immigrants in these particular occupations.

The Chinese, however, did not particyiate in the laundry trade just to escape racial

hostility.^ They deemed the laundry work as an opportunity 6)r self-employment. As a

matter of fact, many Chinese immigrants were peasants before they emigrated hom

China. Laundries were one of the pioneering businesses for the early Chinese immigrants

in Canada. The commissioner specially noted in the 1902 Royal Commission that many

Chinese laundrymen learned their trade only after they had migrated to Canada.

Traditionally, ownership of a small and independent business was considered a

worthwhile occupation. Such ethnic businesses provided some Chinese with an

opportunity for upward mobility that was not available on the open maiket.^^ However,

their engagement in those ethnic businesses was limited by circumstance rather than

choice.

Evelyn Huang, CAwere CüwM/ûznf. P i a z c e ; a  (Vancouver: Douglas & McIntyre,
1992), p.l7. The interviewee paid the bead tax to enter Canada in 1905.

^  Paul Ong, "An Ethnic Trade", p.lOl.

Tioyai CbwTMÎMidn, (1902), p.343.

256 ,' Peter S. Li, CAmarg in Cumzdh, p.53.
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Summary

Immigration policy and institutional racism against the Chinese played a m^or 

role in shaping the occupational structure of this minority. The unequal measures aimed 

to control social relationships across race lines as well as to build the white nation. The 

head tax reflected the extent to which Chinese were considered inferior and undesirable 

settlers. Such legislation against Chinese signiGcantly influenced the employment of 

Chinese immigrants. As a result, the Chinese were excluded 6om the core of economy 

and were relegated to the low end of the socio-economic ladder. However, in response to 

such restrictive practices, the Chinese accommodated themselves at the turn of 20^ 

century through withdrawal 6om mining and CPR construction to less competitive 

economic activities such as laundry and restaurant services. The immigrants' ethnic and 

cultural background, as well as close clanship fostered their concentration in these 

particular occupations.
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Chapter IV

The Chinese in Halifax, 1895-1923
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Much of the literature on early Chinese immigrants to Canada fiacuses on their 

experiences in western and central Canada as gold miners and railroad construction 

labourers of the late nineteenth century. Their role in Atlantic Canada, however, has been 

largely neglected and bears deeper examination. Historians and sociologists of race 

relations in Nova Scotia have almost all concentrated on the pitiful settlement experience 

of Europeans between the 1780s and the 1830s.^^  ̂Existing studies provide little insight 

into Nova Scotia's Chinese community. During the last two decades, only two small 

investigations gave brief pictures of the Chinese in the Maritimes and New Brunswick. 

Despite a growing national hostility and discrimination towards Asians, one scholar 

characterized the immigrant experience in Halifax as generally good throughout the 

period 1881-1931.^^^ However, such a claim might be based on an absence of evidence. 

This chapter examines Chinese immigrants' experiences in early twentieth century 

Halifax, Nova Scotia to see whether the Chinese encountered the same prejudice as on 

the west coast and to shed light on their role in Atlantic Canada. This chapter speciGcally 

focuses on the Chinese laundry and restaurant, as ethnic enterprises, in the social, 

economic, and demographic context of Halifax.

After the completion of the CPR, Chinese labour was totally discarded. Ironically, 

the railroad they had helped to construct enabled them to escape persecution on the 

western coast and brought them to less developed and populated territories. Despite the

Judidi Fingard, "Race and Respectability in Victoiian Halifax", Vbwmaf ofhMperidZ
Cb/wnonweo/tA Vol. 20, No.2, May 1992, p. 169.

^  Lany N. Shyu, feqpfes fAe AtariKmas, GAiAese, (HaliAx, Nimbus Publishing Limited, 1997);
William Seto, and Larry N. Shyu. GAAwsg Ægwiencg in New RnomwcA. Hbiorico/ f  enpecAve, 
(Fredehction, New Brunswick: Chinese Cultural Association ofNew Brunswick, 1986).

^  D. Owen Carrigan, "The Immigrant Experience in Hali&x, 1881-1931," Canadian EiAnic Andies, Vol. 
XX, No. 3 (1988), p.28.
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small numbers, some Chinese came to and settled in the Atlantic Provinces, with Nova 

Scotia attracting the m^ority of them.

The earliest Chinese settlers came to Halifax in 1895 when the city was 

experiencing dramatic industrial growth. They had reached a land of 6ontier 

opportunities and values, where the Anglo segment was becoming numerically dominant. 

Halifax, from the days of its founding in 1749, was built into an "Imperial base", and 

remained a British naval outpost until 1907.^^ As a port city, particularly when it was 

designated an ofGcial port of entry in 1881, Halifax had received signihcant number of 

immigrants, mostly 6om Europe.^^  ̂Pride in "Britishness" was part of the imperial 

fervour of the age shared by aU upwardly mobile elements of the ethnic communities.^^ 

The provincial government put all kinds of eSbrts in attracting British Island immigrants. 

In 1910, the Secretary of Industries and Immigration of Nova Scotia, Arthur S. Bamstead 

stated in his report:

We have as yet scarcely scratched the surface of our agricultural resources. . . .As 
we sedc to let others know o f the opportunities here that await the willing worker, 
let us not &ar to give voice to a greater conhdence in the future of Nova Scotia. Let 
us emulate a little more that Western Spirit of which we have heard so much, and 
devote our ena-gies to the development of these great natural resources and the 
securing of a class of people who will be able to help us in this worthy efkrL^^

^  "Introduction" in EtAnicity in Canada, (Saint John, N.B.: &e Division of Social Science
University of New Brunswick, 1985), p.9.

D. Owen Carrigan, "The Immigrant E]g)erience in Hali6x, 1881-1931," CanadiaMEtAnicEAa&gs, Vol. 
XX, No. 3 (1988), p29.

^  Judilh Fingard, "Race and Respectability in Victorian Halifax", Jowmal qf (6
CommanweoItA ffüTory, VoL 20, No.2, May 1992, p. 169.

^  "Report of The Secretary of Industries and Immigration," in Jbwma/ and Proceedings of iAe Abuse of 
Xsse/nbfy oftAe FVovince of A/bva Ecodd, Session 1910, Part H (Halifax, N.S., The Commissioner of 
Public Works and Mirws, King's Printer, 1910), ^.53-54.
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Obviously, this "class of people" did not include Asian immigrants as the anti-Oriental 

sentiments were widespread throughout the country. However, "some [Chinese] 

immigrants settled in Halifax and took advantage of the entrepreneurial opportunities of a 

port city. They opened restaurants and laundries, creating a dynamic Chinese 

commu n i ty .T he  Chinese experience in this "British" city could be divided into two 

periods between which the outbreak of WWI in 1914 was a watershed. As the following 

discussion will show, the Chinese community was perceived differently before and after 

WWI.

Although Hahfax received large numbers of immigrants ever since its 

establishment, out-migration was such a signihcant phenomena &om the 1870s to the 

1920s in Atlantic Canada that historians have tended to pay less attention to 

immigration.^ The m^ority of newcomers hem the British Isles found a hospitable 

climate of language, religion, social mores, and economic opportunity, but still they went 

on the journey to Ontario, Quebec or west coast for furtha- fortune. ̂  Nonetheless, as a 

port city, Halifax did have various ethnic communities. Table 4.1 shows that the city held 

sizeable populations of Scots, Irish and New&undlandas. The Chinese population just 

constituted a tiny part. Indeed, the Chinese population in Nova Scotia was far smaller

News Release, Government of Nova Scoda, Growing Gp CAzmare in ÆiAiAit Nov. 4, 1997.
htto://www.BOV.ns.ca/cmns/msrv/nr.1997/m97-l 1/97110401.htm

Out-migration in Atlantic Canada has been well studied, see Alan Brookes, " Out-Migration &om Ae 
Maritime Provinces, 1860-1900: Some Preliminary Considerations" in PA. Buckner and David Frank eds, 

/tcodiensir Render 7W;. ,4iioniic Canada o/kr Gon/Weradon (Fredericton, N.B.: Acadiensis Press, 
1985); Patricia Thornton, "The ProblemofOut-Migration6omAtlantic Canada, 1871-1921: ANew 
Look", v4cadiensir, XV, I (Autumn 1985), pp.3-34.

^  D. Owen Carrigan, "The Immigrant E;q)erience in Haliüx, 1881-1931," Canadian EiAnic Siudiar, Vol 
20, No 3, (1988), p.29 and p.39.
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Table 4.1 : Population in Halifax Region, 1881-1921

Census year Canada
Bom

Chinese England Scotland Ireland Newfoundland Total

1891 30,756 2 2,617 621 1,557 1,639 38,556
1901 67,576 29 2,154 582 1,006 1,898 74,662
1911 39,665 43 2,720 573 683 1,580 46,169
1921 49,376 141 2,885 598 478 2,719 58,372
Source: Cenjufgf CÜ/KH&Z, 1881-1921.

Table 4.2: Immigrants in Nova Scoda, 1881-1921

Before
1900

1900-
1910

1911-
1914

1915-
1918

1919-
1921

Total in 1921

Foreign Bom 2,436 4,244 3,837 1,512 1,670 13,986
From Asia 166 273 173 102 33 752
From China 32 91 93 83 16 317

Source: Ce?»ufg; CÜTuzdü, 1881-1921. 

than that in western and central Canadian provinces. In census data there were 138 

Chinese people and in 1921, 317 in Nova Scotia, with the mzyority living in the city of 

Halifax.^^ The Chinese population in all of the Atlantic provinces made up less than 5% 

of the whole in Canada during the paiod horn 1881 to 1921. Be&re WWI, the Chinee 

were accommodated within a similarly restrictive, but far less hostile, social and political 

atmosphere. Their small numbas did shelter them hom suSering the attacks and 

indignities common elsewhere, particularly in British Columbia.^

The early Chinese immigrants to Haliftur were not directly 6om China. Their 

settlement revolved around the 6mily of entrqneneur Fong Choy. Leaving his village in 

Enping district of Guangdong province, Fong set out for England in the 1880s. After 

anotha few years living in Montreal, he moved to Halifax, where he and a relative 

opened a laundry in 1895. Since then, immigrants with surname of Fong began arriving

1911,1921.DouglasF.Cang)bcl],.SoM&Rffirgy.
Credit, Ont.: The Scribblers' Press, 1978), pp.2-9.

^  D. Owen Carrigan, "The Immigrant E;q)erience in Halifax, 1881-1931," p.38. See also the analysis 
below.
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in Halifax by way of Victoria, Toronto and Montreal. Due to the restrictive Canadian 

legislation the Chinese could hardly bring their wives with them. So the Chinese 

immigrants in Halifax before 1919 were aU males.^^° Most of them were connected to 

each other through h-atemity or paternity. For example, Chuck Lee, who came to Canada 

in 1909, was brought by his father. And they chose to settle in Halifax because they 

"have some connection" meaning they were related to the Fongs through marriage in 

their homeland village in Guangdong Province.This reinforced the fact that clanship 

played an important role in aiding Chinese immigrants to seek employment in Canada. 

However, this kind of help &om the same ethnic group limited a newcomer's choices for 

occupations. They were seldom exposed to other ideas and possibilities. The cultural 

background as well as close clanship fostered the rationalization of ethnic businesses. 

Moreover, the choices were hardly well m&rmed. One respondent mentioned that he was 

told to come 6om China to work in a clothing store. He entertained visions of parading 

around well shxked rows of suits and shirts serving jGne gentlemoi. Upon landing in 

Nova Scotia the clothing store turned out to be his cousin's laundry.^

In addition to clanship, the Chinese immigrants mainly dwelled in Hali&x 

because it had relatively more economic opportunities than rural areas. This was also 

reflected in other Atlantic provinces. The nugority of the Chinese were concaitrated in

^  Anthony Chan, pp.71-72. Information cong)iled ûom interview with Chuck Lee,
fgrrpecifve, Channel 10, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia.

According to Chuck Lee, his mother was the Srst Chinese woman in Halifax, who came in 1919. 
Information taken &om Chuck Lee, Interview by Lynn Murphy, 14 February 1984, typescript.

Interview with Chuck Lee, 1984.

Thonqison, Chai-Chu. "Chinese Community of the Hali&x-Dartmouth Area.'' Vol. 3 No. 1
(1981), pp.22-3.
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cities, such as Saint John and Moncton, which had a rapid increase in population and 

overseas commerce at the end of 19̂  ̂century.^^  ̂Industrial Cape Breton held the second 

largest Chinese population in Nova Scotia. In 1901, of the 107 Chinese and Japanese 

immigrants, there were 33 Chinese in Cape Breton, 16 in Sydney, 29 in Halifiax.̂ '̂̂  In 

1921,311 Chinese immigrants resided in urban areas, which represents 98.11% of the 

Chinese population in Nova Scotia.^^  ̂An old joke states: "What were the hrst three 

establishments to appear in any Canadian town? A church, a jail and a Chinese 

restaurant".^^^ This reflects that the Chinese immigrants largely dwelled in towns and 

cities rather than rural areas. As a metropolis, Halifax oSers a good example to explain 

this phenomenon.

The Maritimes experienced a great industrial growth in the period of 1880-1910 

during which the growth rates of Nova Scotia outstripped all other provinces in eastern 

C a n ad a . A s  stated in the o/"Secre/a/y q/"JWusines JnuMzgration of 1910,

"[w]e [Nova Scotia] have magniGcent resources in the coal, the gold, the iron ore, the 

stone, the sand and various mineral products, Aat are enable of much greater 

exploitation. The development of all these will make our many harbors and bays the

p.26.

GenfWf of Gzmzdia, 1901.

Ceojwï of Conodo, 1921.

Noreen GolOnan, Under the 'Golden Mountain': Uncoveni% the Chinese Canadian Past", Conodion 
Fonon, (December 1994), p.20.

T.W. Acbeson, "The National Policy and the Industrialization of the MaritinKS, 1880-1910",
Vol. I, No. 2 (Spring 1972), p.3.
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natural outlets for an extensive commerce"/^^ Indeed, Halifax was an important 

commercial center of Maritime provinces during the last few decades of thel9th century. 

Protected by tarifis, Maritime entrepreneurs embarked on "a binge of industrial 

investment", hoping to capture a national market .Although the region failed to 

complete its industrial transformation, Halifax did benedt greatly from the West Indies 

trade and the new industries of sugar and cotton as Table 4.3 shows.^^° Not only did the 

population increase by 6.4%, but the industrial capital also doubled. Halifax grew into the 

biggest port city across the Maritimes. Undoubtedly, Chinese immigrants were attracted 

by Halifax's economic opportunities, especially when it grew into a metropolitan center 

with great demands for domestic service. Although the Chinese in H alif^ just 

rqrresented 0.2% of the city's population till 1921 and amounted to a tiny haction of 

their numbers within Canada, they quickly established laundries in the main business 

district of the city and gradually dominated this business.

Population Industrial
Capital

Engiloyces Average
Annual
Wages

Output Industry by 
Output (1891)

HaliAx 39,886 $2,975,000 3,551 $303 $6,128,000 Sugar
(1880)
Dartmouth 43,132 $6,346,000 4,654 $280 $8,235,000

Rope
Cotton

(1890) Confectionary
Paint
Lanms

TZTTOR--------

"Report ofThe Secretary of Industries and Immigration,'' in Vbwma/ and Aroceedkgr of tke Abuse of 
of rAe AoWnoe AWe jbo&z. Session 1910, Part H, p.53.

Margrest R. Conrad, lame K. Hiller, ddondb Cbnodb. d  région in zAe ̂ fb&ing, (Don Mills, Ontario: 
Oxford University Press, 2001), p. 139.

280 Y w. Acheson, "The National Policy and the Industrialization of the Maritimes, 1880-1910", p.7. 

Ce/Kur of Conodo. 1921, VoL I, pp. 392-3.

Original source: Census of Canada (1891), m . Table I; ibid., (1901), m. Tables XX,XXI.
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As early as 1891, there was a Chinese laundry, "Kee Wah", at 80 Bedford Row.^^  ̂

According to Chuck Lee, this could possibly have been a Fong/^ The Chinese laundry 

businesses began to prosper as more and more immigrants came to the city. In 1895, 

among the ten laundries listed in the city directory, four were operated by the Chinese.^^  ̂

By 1910, the "Chinese Laundries" had been singled out as a category in the business 

directory, under which twenty-eight were listed.^^  ̂Whereas, at the same time, there were 

only four laundries opened by non-Chinese.^^ By 1919, among the 45 laundries in 

Hahfax, 38 were "Chinese laundries".^^ Although the census data did not give out the 

numbers of Chinese immigrants engaged in laundry and restaurant businesses, Table 4.5 

still could indicate that male immigrants engaged in laundry business represented 25% of 

Table 4.5: People engaged in laundry and restaurant Businesses in Hali6x, 1911.

Total Canadian Bom Immigrants
Male Female Male Female Male Female

Launders 82 128 28 111 54 17
Restaurant 30 53 20 53 10
keepers
Source: Genau qfCoModo, 1911.

the launderers in Halifax, 1911, who were likely almost all Chinese m eru^

Life as a "laundryman" was not easy at all. In Halifax, most white-run laundries 

were steam ones which employed women. According to the Report q f ConrTMüsfon on

^  a/uf DarïmourA C%y Direcfoyy, 1891.

Interview with Chuck Lee, 1984.

1895.

^  CüyDâ-gcrOo,, 1910.

^Ibid.

1919.

2KIn 1911, diere were alnmst 30 Chinese laundries in Hali&x. Each laundry would be operated by one or 
two Chinese men. Hence, the 54 male immigrants lauders (Table 5) could be almost all Chinese.
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Hbwry q/"ZafAowr, CoM(/;̂ fo/w q/̂  f^bman E/̂ ^ZqyafZ m TWwfffW

OccwqaZfo/w, the women generally woAed an eight-hour day, except on Friday nights 

when they were kept extra time to make up for the Saturday "half-holiday".^^ For an 

average workweek of 48 hours, women received between $5 and $8.̂ ^̂  However, at that 

time "a minimum wage should be and the Ggures most 6equently given were 6om 

$10.00 to $12.00 a week".^^  ̂Obviously, the women's wages were less than the minimum 

one which indicated that they were highly exploited. There seems no source showing the 

wages of a Chinese laundryman, but undoubtedly, if a Chinese laundry could compete 

with a steam laundry, the operator had to work for more hours and charge for less. 

According to the description of Paul Siu who investigated the Chinese laundries in 

Chicago, the worker must work almost 15-20 hours a day to earn enough Ar 

Uvelihood.^^  ̂'The laundryman gained economic security but lost his individuality and 

normal home life."^^

Little information was given regarding conditions in the laundries; a single 

comment by the Areman of Globe Laundry stated that the work in steam laundry was 

both tedious and heavy. He eoqrlained that "the nine pound irons w ee  harde to handle 

than the 32 pound irons, since they had to be l i f t e d . A s  far as the sources examined in

^  o fGommüïMM om Abwnr qfWww, IFbga;, IPbrtmg Cbw&üba; oflfbmai Ewy/pyg4 w 
/mfKfrna/ Occigfario/w, (Halifax, Nova Scotia, 1920), p. 16.

ibid, p. 16.

ibid, p. 16.

Paul Siu, CAinege Z/zwrndiymoM. of&widf Zyo/adbm (New York & London: New York Vai
Press, 1987), p.367.

ibid, p, 122.

2937%e ZWifrr Hiero/d, March 23,1920.
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this chapter, there was no report concerning the working conditions of Chinese laundries

in Halifax. One report on Toronto's Chinese hand laundry might shed some light on it.

In the hrst room, Chow irons side by side with his wife at a broad counter called 
in Chinese an "ironing bed. [They] had to use their beds as ironing boards... 
Chow's consists of a wooden counter with ventilation holes dniled trough, padded 
with four layers of wool blankets bound with a clean white sheet.
The second room is the washing room. Against one wall is a wooden through, 
lined with galvanized steel. His hither once scrubbed laundry in it, using a 
washboard.^^

Such scenes of a Chinese laundry were quite common all across North America. Within 

such isolated working environment, they became the boss of their own. They often hired 

or shared with their cousins or relatives hom the same clan to operate this kind of 

independent business out of the open labour market. In 1978, the last Chinese laundry in 

Halifax closed down. It was owned and operated by Charlie Hong, who immigrated to 

Canada hom Hong Kong in 1923.^^ During his SAy-hve year career as a laundryman, 

Hong hrst worked for his father's laundry in Woodstock, N.B. and then opened one in 

Hah6x himself in 1955. It was his father who taught him the laundry trade after he was 

brought to Canada. He recalled, "the choice of jobs was limited, you eidier worked in a 

laundry or a restauranL"^ This story is the best exangle illustrating that a family 

connection was the important factor (hat shaped (he Chinese immigrant's occupation 

choice. The new immigrant was brou^t to Canada through chain migration based on 

clanship or network of family. As a newcomer to a foreign country, he had no other

^  Jan Wong, " 'No tickee', No More: Chow Keong and the Chinese Hand Laundry Story," omJ
Mai/, June 30, 2001.

^  Doris Saunders, "End of Line on Saturday," AfniJ ,S6zr, 23 November 1978, p.l7.

^ibid,p.l7 .
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choice than follow his contacts into the existing businesses which could provide a 

livelihood.

Restaurants were the second occupational trademark of the Chinese in Halifax. 

They did not enter the restaurant business as early as the laundry business. It was difficult 

to trace the exact date of the first restaurant operated by the Chinese. By 1919, there 

were at Ipast nine restaurants and cafes that were operated by or hired the Chinese in the 

city.^^

To many Chinese immigrants, laundry and restaurant work were considered a job

to do for the time being. Among the immigrants, many had experience in both laundry

and restaurant work. For example, Mr. Fong, who Grst came to Halifax and opened a

laundry, in later years opened a restaurant in downtown area which became today's

Garden View Restaurant.^ In writing Halifax's local history, Thomas H. Raddall argued:

Chinese who had set up small laundries here and there about the city during the 
1900s were now joined in farce by their brothers the restaurant keepaa [in the 
1910s]. A rash of Chinese restaurants broke over the city's face during the war. 
These, too, had come to stay, and befare long a small Chinese quarter had come 
into being on Granville Street. All of these restaurants speared at the same time, 
evidently hnanced if  not operated by a single hand; and a city newspaper 
astonished its readers by stating flatly that the richest man in Halifax — at the 
moment, anyhow — was a Chinaman living quietly at the Queen HoteL^^

It should be noted that the names of early Chinese restaurants gave no clue as to

their Chinese origins. In contrast, it was quite common for Chinese cafes in the early 20^

century to use patriotic names associated with the British Empire such as: King, Royal,

^  Infbnnation taken DorAMowtA City DirecfDTy, 1919, and TïaZÿkc February 19,
1919. Ac restaurants were maMy opened in the downtown area including: Crown CaK, the Busy Bee, 
Nova Scotia Ca&, Allies Café, Victory Café, Frisco Café, Criterion Café, Mari-Dal Café, and Silver Grill.

^  ybw IPbrW, p.22.

Thomas H. Raddall, Ifhyden of rAe /VbrtA, pJZ65.
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Dominion and Union. Those cafes had initially specialized in Western style meals but 

began offering a wide selection of Chinese foods customized to Western tastes.^^  ̂Unlike 

the laundry business, Chinese restaurants continue to flourish in the city.

Several reasons account for the Chinese concentration in laundry and restaurant 

businesses. First, it was common in North America that the hrst generation of Chinese 

immigrants lacked skills and English-language proficiency; therefore, they had been used 

to seek assistance within the same clan. Besides, the sense of developing a business of 

one's own played an important role in channeling more and more Chinese immigrants 

into such occupations. The Chinese made the long journey across the ocean in search of 

"Gold Mountain" to make a fortune and gain higher social status. Working in a laundry 

or restaurant was still in manual labour, but it was better than working as "coolie". 

Therefore, when the choice &»r jobs was limited in the open labour market, operating a 

laundry or sinqrle restaurant seemed accqrtable and feasible. It could be seen as an 

occupational strategy 6)r the Chinese to cope with overt racism. Moreover, as Paul Siu 

pointed out, the newcomer, before and after his arrival in the host country, was a member 

of the immigrant groiq; rather than an individual. Although laundry was not the kind of 

job they were familiar with at home, it could serve as a means for livelihood. When a 

person found that the laundry business was relatively easy to handle, fellow immigrants 

would follow him into the business.

The economic development in Halifax also must be taken into consideration. The 

increase in population brought an increase in business for laundries and restaurants. At

^  Larry No. Shyu, fay /ey  qf Mzriüme;. 7%g Œôigfe, p. 18. 

^  Paul Siu, LauwAymoM, p.l07.
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the turn of 20''' centuiy, Halifax remained the largest city in Nova Scotia and had become 

a thriving seaport/"'' The water&ont economic setting created a great need for small 

restaurants and cafes. Since the mid-nineteenth centuiy, the Halifax water&ont contained 

various urban activities related to wholesale-trading such as "the packaging and 

processing of staples, transportation services, and the provisioning and repair activities 

associated with hreight shipment".^"^ It was also a m^or military base. Such an urban 

concentration of male workers and the new life patterns imposed by industry increased 

the demand for eating-places outside of the home as well as laundry services. In addition, 

as a port city, Halifax also attracted large numbers of travellers. Therefore, many small 

restaurants or "lunchrooms" as well as laundries, including Chinese ones, were 

established in the main business district of the city to save the woiking-class and 

travellers.

Finally, the receiving society, with its accq)tance of Chinese in these occupations 

facilitated their occupational choice. The Chinese immigrants in Halifax were, for the 

most part, discarded labouras a fta  the conq)letion of CPR construction. Having 

experienced the hostility and strong discrimination in British Columbia, they came to 

realize that to make a living, the best way was not to compete with the whites, but to take 

on some of the "marginal" jobs available. An example is that one of the pionea Chinese 

immigrants, Ngoon Lee, who traveled along the railway Aom Vancouva to Halifax, 

opened his hrst laimdry on Edward Street around 1910 with the support of the Fongs.^

^  Thonas H. Raddall, A/aZÿkr.' IMirdka of lAe AbMA, p.246.

^  L.D. McCANN, "Stales and the new Industrialism in the Growdi of Post-Conledcration Halifax, " 
p.94.

^  Interview with Chuck Lee, 1984.
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Lacking capital and aware of the limited chances of working in an industrial factory, he 

had no other choices and did not know other business except to accept his brother-in- 

law's support to open a laundry/^^ Although he did not know the laundry trade, at least 

he could have hnancial support and start to work. Meanwhile, working in a laundry 

seemed less troublesome as the host society could tolerate the Chinese presence as long 

as they were isolated in their own sphere. A Chinese restaurant also could hire some non

union workers 6om other ethnic groups. It would not be seen as a threat unless the 

Chinese businesses hired white workers or girls. Therefore, it could be argued that under 

certain historical circumstances the Chinese became laundry or restaurant workers 

through necessity, not by preference.

However, to what extent the host society could tolerate a Chinese presence 

decided whether the Chinese could live a relative peaceful and stable life. When the small 

Chinese population demonstrated no serious threat to the labour market, no severe anti- 

Chiuese movements arose. However, the Chinese did subsequently suffer physical attacks 

and were targeted as criminals when Halifax entered the interwar period.

Halifax has long been a city with a diversity of ethnic groups, but in the interwar 

period local "alien" communities presented a greater cultural challenge to white 

society. From 1918 onwards, reports began to appear in newspz^ers that the Chinese 

were attacked or involved criminal things. On September 16*̂  and I?''', 1918, two race

Ngoon Lee was Chuck Lee's Ather. According to Chuck Lee, Mr. Fong klped his father to establish 
the laundry. Interview with Chuck Lee, 1984.

^  Michael S. Boudreau, Ph.D. Thesis. CWme and in a Ciiy of CWer. /fh/ÿôr, 7P/8-/9.3J 
(Kingston, Ontario: Queen's University, 1996), p. 417.
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riots happened at the Williams Show/'^ A Chinese laundry on Agricola Street was

attacked and a "Chinaman" engaged in a hght was badly bruised and cut.^'° On Feb 20,

1919, a report on the first page of ÆaZÿm; ATernW, "So The Police May Know",

astonished the whole city. Six Chinese restaurants encountered severe damage by a group

of returned soldiers and civilians on the night of February 18,1919.^^ ̂

The race riots and raids on the Chinese restaurants in Hah6x Tuesday Night 
[February 18,1919], and last night [February 19, 1919] were most flagrant 
violations of justice and law and an utter disgrace to the coital of Nova Scotia. 
Let our people remember, Chinese restaurant proprietors are not only law abiding, 
but also are showing a degree of business enterprise that the native bom might 
well emulate or imitate. Therefore, as law abiding aliens who are increasing 
business in Halifax, the Chinese deserve the best protection that the laws and 
statutes can or should guarantee them. The voice and hand of every English- 
speaking or native bom decent citizen of Hahfiax should be raised against the 
hoohgans who, without provocation, but on their own devilish initiative, wantedly 
destroyed rightfully owned property. For in Canada the rights of property are 
almost as sacred as the rights of person. The law abiding Chinese must be 
protected, public order must be maintained at any price. Goods citizens should, 
therefore, do all in their power to have these vandals who committed the crime 
against the Chinese ROUNDED UP AND PUNISHED.^^^

The media reaction to this devastation illustrated that the Chinese were still seen as

"aliens" in the city. However, they were deemed "law abiding" and deserved "the best

protection". Three days aAer the riot. Chief of Police Frank Hanraha "is assured of the

support of the entire community, as well as of the press of the city in his efkrts to cope

with what is perhrg)S die most difdcult situation which has ever con&onted the pohce

™ The Williams Show was a show of British Cultural and Commercial Products. Atbrmwig CAronic/e, 
September, 16, 1918

HaliAx, TAeMammg CAronic/e, September, 16,1918; September, 17, 1918; Halihix, TAgEvemng 
September, 16 1918.

Those restaurants damaged included die Crown Café, the Busy Bee, Nova Scotia Café, Allies Cafë, 
Victory Caf%, and the Frisco CaB, all located in the city's downtown core. February
19, 1919.

TAe //era/d, February 20, 1919.
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force of Halifax"/'^ Such attitudes 6om media and police were much more moderate and

neutral than that along the west coast. For example, during the weekend of September 7

and 8, 1907, an anti-Oriental riot broke out in Vancouver. Considerable damage occurred

to Chinese and J^anese property. The Co/oMisf of Victoria carried a headline

"Vancouver Hoodlums Disgrace Their City", but the Vancouver IFbrZf/ brushed the

whole matter as "a few thousand dollars worth of broken glass".^^  ̂Other newspapers,

including Toronto's G/obe, London's Mbmrngfofr, and TeZegropb placed blame on

American rowdies but showed less sympathy to the Chinese sufferers.^^  ̂One year later,

in his letter sent to all Treaty Ports of China, Federal investigator Mackenzie King said.

On September 1"'... [w]e were forced to stop business for several days.. .[a]t 
present many of our people are out of employment.... Although our Countrymen 
[Chinese] have not as yet reached that stage, but we fear that that will come, and 
therefore take the precaution to warn you that unless you have a position provided 
for you before you come, do not come here to take any chance.^^^

Because white workers and small businessmen were threatened by the low wages and

consequent low standards of living of Chinese woiters. King emphasized their fear as the

"Law of Competing Standards" in his negotiations with the Chinese government to

restrict Chinese immigration. The 1907 Vancouver riot turned out to be an example that

Chinese immigrants degraded the labour market, rather than a case of the suffering of

Chinese workers. Such different attitudes of the media were largely originated hom the

313 //üZÿôz February 21,1919.

Robert E. Wynne, "AnKrican Labor Leaders and die Vancouver Anti-Oriental Riot," Anti-Chinese 
Violence in North America, eds. Roger Daniels, (New York Amo Press, 1978), p. 172. Original source is 
from Vancouver Septemba^ 9, 1907.

Ibid, p.l72. Original source is 6om Toronto GWg, Septendier 10,1907; London Miming Aoft, 
September 10, 1907; London TWegnyA, September 10, 1907.

Mackenzie King, "Conyedng Standards: Asian Immigrants to B.C.," (1908), in Irving AbcUa, David 
Millar eds. The Canadian Worker in die Twentieth Century, (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1978), 
p.29. orginal source is 6om Public Archives of Canada, King Pigiers, MG26, J4, Vol.l3.
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different situation when riots happened. In the aAer-war period, Halifax's local society 

treated the Chinese with sympathy and blamed the '^hooligans" because they were aware 

that veterans who were unable or unsuccessful to 6nd a job or 6t into the society were the 

origin of such social problems and the Chinese and other ethnic minorities were sufferers. 

In contrast, in 1907's Vancouver riot, the Chinese along with the Japanese were directly 

targeted as undesirable immigrants when large numbers of "Asiatic" people continued 

flux into local labour market as cheap labourers. It higbiy challenged the idea of "a white 

man's country" and therefore such violence was a sign of climax of anti-Chinese 

movements along the west coast However, the moderate response 6om the local society 

did not mean that the Chinese were not subject to popular racism. In 1919, one of the 

provincial congresses suggested to the Provincial Labor Federation an exclusion of 

"Asiatic labor".

"Total exclusion of Asiatic Labor" is one of the eight chief points in the platform 
of principles adopted by the congress, and upon which the new Provincial Labor 
Federation will base its energies in its initiative efforts to influence further 
legislation in the Province [Nova Scotia].^^^

It could be argued that because of their growing population and increasingly dominant

roles in laundry and restaurant businesses in Halifax, Chinese immigrants soon became

targets for legislators as well as nativism followers who advocated "a white Canada". As

early as 1910, when Chinese laundries began to quickly expand in the city, it had raised

the attention of the government. The 1910 q/" fAe JZqyn/ q/"

Lobowr reported:

There are three classes of laundries in the Province, the Chinese, the Institution, 
and the ordinary Commercial laundries. Of the Chinese and Institution laundries 
the Commission had no information.... [T]he Chinese and Institution laundries

317 Ai/ÿôz /tieroW, March 3, 1919.
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are strong competitors with the Commercial firms. They appear to have already 
certain advantage. '̂^

Considering the feasibility of an eight-hour law, the Report warned if it was passed, "and 

if the law were not strictly enforced in all the laundries, it would simply amount to a 

handicap imposed by the State upon the commercial firms, and an advantage of their 

competitors".^ This could be seen as the Erst sign of that Chinese businesses were 

regarded as "strong competitors" in Halifax. In 1918, the Halifax committee in wartime 

asserted that "ahen" business should not be allowed to open on Simdays, among which 

Chinese laundries and restaurants were included. From 1918 imtil 1923, the police 

occasionally launched a series of raids on Chinese laundii%, cafes, and homes to seize 

opium, break up gambling rings, and rescue "girls" Eom the clutches of evil. For 

example, on May 18,1921, Eve Chinamen were arrested and charged $500 each after the 

police raided a shop on SackviUe SL and found a quanüty of op ium.Three  days later, 

police raided anotha" Chinese farm and arrested two "CelesEals" for they were having 

liquor in their possession in a place other than their dwellings under the N.S. Temperance 

Act.^^  ̂In so doing, they helped to entrench the belief that the Chinese, not whites, could 

be blamed for the spread of vice.^^ However, the evidence in Halifax suggested that the 

Chinese were not subject to insEtuEonal racism, compared to other ciEes such as

Commissioner of Public Works and Mines, ofiAe/toyo/ CbmmtMion qf/YbwM qflabow
(Hali6x, N.S.: King's Printer, 1910), p.87.

ibid, p.87.

TfernW, July 6, 1918.

Halifax, Afbnzwg CAronicJe, May 18, 1921. 

Halifax, 7%g Afbmmg CAronic/e, May 21,1921.

323 Michael S. Boudreau, CrwMg amJ m a City of Order, p.l49.
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Vancouver and Toronto, which had passed by-laws to restrict Chinese laundry business. 

For example, in 1900 Vancouver passed by-law No. 373 prohibiting Chinese laundrymen 

h-om using mouth water to spray clothing while ironing. In 1903 Kamloops city 

government declared Chinese laundries a public nuisance and forced a Chinese 

laundryman. Ah Mee, to sell his proper ty . In  1912, the Trades and Labour Congress of 

Canada rqx)rted that the Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta governments had passed 

legislation, "prohibiting the employment of white girls or females by Orientals in 

restaurants, laundri%, etc."^^  ̂The evidence in those areas revealed that at that time the 

Chinese were subject to institutional racism and anti-Asian prejudice was deeply rooted 

and a white nation sentiment was strongly advocated. It also rein&rced the fact that 

Chinese could not integrate into the host society in Canada, not only because of their self 

isolation and entirely different culture, but also because of such racial-oriented policies. 

The Chinese were driven out of the core industries, but were stiU subject to hatred in the 

less competitive businesses.

During the period 1918 to 1923, not only Chinese, but also "blacks" were 

regarded as criminal targets. Other minority groups such as Jews, Japanese, and even 

Newfoundlanders were also racially treated. This could be explained on economic and 

cultural terms. After WWI, the industrial economy in the Maritimes collapsed and with 

few exceptions, "primary industries throughout the region languished". Hali&x 

experienced a recession, especially after the explosion in 1917 and when thousands of

324 Lee Wai-Ma, "Dance No More: Chinese Hand Laundries in Toronto," (Sunnner 1984), p33.

Ibid,pJ3.

^^ibid,pJ3.

Margaret R. Conrad, , 4 Canada,  p.l61.
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military returnees who could hardly find jobs. Thus, any other ethnic group with the 

potential to enter into local labour market constituted a menace to the host society. In 

addition, the social and cultural geography of Hahfiax contributed to this harmation of 

racial "others".^^^ The Chinese in Halifax tended to reside together in the downtown core 

by the 1920s and a small Chinatown appeared. According to Chuck Lee, there was a 

grocery store at 33 Granville Street opened by his father and another owned by Man Wo, 

stood on the comer of Granville and Salter Streets and in between them the Lee Society 

and the Chinese Freemasons had their ofhces. As a clan association, the Lee Society 

"looked after the charitable needs of some members, made small loans to people in 

business, cared for the sick" as it functioned elsewhere in Canada .The  Chinese 

Freemasons or Chi Kung Tang was an overseas Chinese organization of Chinese 

Nationalists, which acted as significant supporter for Sun Yat-sen's revolution to 

establish a Repubhc government in China. Moreover, many Chinese cafes, laundries, and 

comer stores were located along the adjacent streets of Grafton, Hollis, and SackviUe in 

the 1920s. Many of these businesses doubled as the owners' residences.^^ As the smaU 

Chinatown developed as an enclave within the city, it helped white Halifax, and the 

police in particular, aim at the Chinese as a source of crime and gambling and opium 

use.̂ ^̂  But on the other hand, such a smaU ethnic area did help the Chinese in coping 

with discrimination and provide them a home-like space and employment opportunities.

Michael S. Boudreau, Crime omf &wieiy in a CiiH of Order, p. 149.

Interview with Chuck Lee (1984).

Interview with Chuck Lee (1984). For a visual sense of where "Chinatown" was situated, see the map of 
Hali6x's downtown.

331 Michael S. Boudreau, Crime ond jb c i^  iu a Ci^ of Order, p.l49.
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Some associations aiso were organized in coping with the discrimination and racial 

treatment like in other big cities. For example, on May 18,1921, when Sve Chinese 

immigrants were arrested by the police, it "created much excitement among the Chinese 

population of the city. Large numbers of them hastened to the Station, eager to go bail for 

their countrymen".^^^ This illustrated that most Chinese immigrants were well organized 

and ready to help each other any time.

However, the Chinese community in Halifax was still very small compared to 

other western or prairie cities. Voices 6om this minority were hardly heard in public. An 

example is that when 1911 Revolution in China overthrew the Qing dynasty — the last 

imperial government, the newspapers in Halifax reported how the Chinese immigrants in 

New York paraded on streets celebrating the victory without any clue regarding how the 

local Chinese community responded to such an event.^^  ̂A single article, "Impressions of 

the Chinese", published in Halifax in 1945 could be the 6rst one expressing the 

appreciation of the Chinese race as "a very human people".^^

Summary

There were two stages of Chinese settlement in Halifax. From their arrival in 

1895 until the early 1910s, they were accommodated within a restrictive, but far less 

hostile, social and political atmosphere than the West coast. The Chinese became laundry 

or restaurant workers through necessity, not by preference. Lack of language skills, 

cultural difference, close clanship and the great demand for a service industry in 

Halifax's hontier economy all contributed to Chinese immigrants' concentration in

HaliAx, May 18, 1921.

HaliAx, MorMmg CAmnic/g, October—November, 1911.

334 Diana Skala, "Impression of the Chinese", Do/Aoime /teview. Vol. 24, No.4, (Jan 1945), pp.393-397.
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laimdiy and restaurant businesses. No severe anti-Chinese movements arose before 1918. 

From 1918 to 1923, a series of race riots showed that the Chinese did suffer physical 

attacks and were targeted as criminals. Although there was no official provincial 

restriction applied to Chinese immigrants in Hahfax, they did have a hard time operating 

business. In coping with the discrimination and racial treatment, a small Chinatown came 

into being for the Chinese immigrants to dwell together and protect each other.

As a whole, the experience of Chinese immigrants in Halifax was typical of 

Canada at the turn of 20^ century. It reflected that only when there were small numbers 

of them and when they demonstrated no serious threat to the labour market, they could 

lead a relatively peaceful life. Once their population grew and their businesses expanded 

quickly enough to compete with the whites, the host society would not accept them. 

Regardless, for almost a century Chinese laundries and restaurants had become distinct 

character of urban development and contributed to the services and urban economy of the 

city. In other words, the Chinese expaienced the important transRnmations associated 

with the emagaice and consolidation of industrial cqritalism in Canada. They shared the 

industrialization and urbanization of the region and therehare have become part of 

Canadian history.
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Figure 4,1 Map o f the city o f  Halifax, Circa 1930 (Source: Public Archives of Nova Scotia)
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Figure 4.2 Picture of 1919 race riot attacks on a Chinese store, Hali6x.

Source: 20 February, 1919
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Conclusion

Becoming and being a laundryman or a restaurant worker: few Chinese people in 

the late 19*̂  centuiy expected this to be their experiences in Canada. All the existing 

scholarship acknowledged that the Chinese who migrated 6om China to Southeast Asia, 

North America, Australia and New Zealand were seeking a better livelihood, more 

fortune and higher social status. This vast migration itself and the Chinese experience in a 

host society have been studied horn different perspectives, including social history, 

ethnic studies, political history, labour history, and urban history. In the domain of social 

history and urban history, Canadian scholarship has played a leading role among these 

four English-speaking countries, althou^i the scholarship 6)cuses primarily on the west 

and on the urban centers. Employing a cross-disciplinary approach of social history, 

urban history and sociology, this thesis argues that the occupational changes of Chinese 

immigrants after the completion of the Canadian Pacihc Railway resulted from both 

external social forces and internal ethnic solidarity.

Because they were cheq) labourers, the earlier Chinese immigrants could 

participate in various hontier economic activities. On the one hand, the demand in British 

Columbia and otho^ western territories 6)r labour was die most important motivation &r 

importing Chinese immigrants. The Chinese workers were needed for mining, canning, 

lumbering and odier labour requirements in the hontier communities, but women were 

not needed. Thus, the Chinese community remained a 'bachelor society" for almost one 

century. On the other hand, Chinese emigrants 6om Taishan County in Guangdong 

Province and its neighbors in the Pearl River delta were pushed by the poverty at home 

and attracted and encouraged by the tales of wealth in America. Thus, despite strong anti-
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Chinese sentiments widespread along the west coast, the Chinese could still continue 

immigrate to Canada as they could fulfill the great labour demands in the frontiers. In 

addition, close kinship and developed transporting centers, such as Hong Kong and 

Macao, played important roles in assisting Chinese migrants to come to Canada in a 

chain pattern.

However, the Chinese were excluded hom the core economy and were relegated 

to the low end of the socio-economic ladder after the completion of CPR in 1885. As a 

matter of fact, the immigration pohcy and institutional racism against the Chinese played 

a m^or role in shaping the occiq)ation structure of this minority. Nonetheless, 

institutional racism could not be the only contextual explanation for the concentration of 

Chinese immigrants in these businesses. The Chinese clustering in these service 

occupations resulted 6om the social, economic, and demogr^hic transformation of urban 

settings in Canada. The labour surplus made the tension between White and non-White 

groups more striking, and the anti-Chinese sentiments stronger than be&re. The Chinese 

were restricted to share the nuyor opportunities in local industrial enq)loyment. But in the 

meantime, die quick urbanization of Canadian cities in the industrial period created large 

demands Air urban services. The Chinese there&re accommodated themselves into the 

service economy rather than struggle in the open labour markeL When they Aund that by 

operating laundry and restaurant they could avoid racial attacks, maintain hvelihood and 

even send remittance back to home, such businesses became "the ethnic enclave 

economy". In other words, such particular occiçations became their logical choices with 

the help from their clan association or family network. The immigrants' ethnic and 

cultural background, as well as close clanship helped them to establish the same
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businesses, but further fostered their concentration in them. Although the 1907 

Vancouver riot and the anti-Asian movements afterwards succeeded in their demands for 

the exclusion of Chinese immigrants in 1923 and the evacuation of the Japanese in 1942, 

for a short period right after the riot, the Chinese effectively demonstrated their 

unhappiness by withdrawing their services as domestic servants and as hotel, restaurant, 

and laundry workers for several days. They showed their importance to the local 

economy. Therefore, it could be argued that the expansion of the Chinese laundry and 

restaurant businesses in Canada at the turn of 20* century represented their coping 

capacities against institutional racism and their participation in Canada's urban economic 

activities. Such ethnic businesses contributed to the urban development of Canadian cities, 

as mirrored elsewhere in North America.

The experience of Chinese immigrants in Hahfax was typical in Canada at the 

turn of 20th centuiy. It reflected that only whai there were small numbers of them and 

when they demonstrated no serious threat to the labour market, they could maintain their 

hvelihood by operating a laundry or restaurant. Once their population grew a certain 

amount and their businesses expanded enough to compete with the Whites, the host 

society would show dieir discontent via different ways sometimes violent, sometimes 

subtle. This reinArced the fact that prejudice and discrimination were deeply rooted in 

Canadian society and the Chinese immigrants were signihcantly affected by the 

nationwide racism that favored White immigrants.

hr the process of becoming and being a laundryman or restaurant worker, the 

Chinese immigrants learned to accommodate themselves in a harsh environment by 

withdrawing from the core industrial economy and transferring their labour into marginal

Patricia Roy, ,4 M w'f Coz«ir)', p.l93.
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services sectors. They sought help &om their clan or 6mily association and tried to 

establish independent businesses out of the core economy to avoid competition with 

White workers. The expansion of the Chinese laundry and restaurant business reflected 

how the Chinese shared in the industrialization and urbanization of Canada hrom region 

to region and moved beyond the shadow of institutional racism.
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